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ABSTRACT 

El Salvador’s armed conflict came to an end with Peace Accords signed in 1992 however the political 
war in El Salvador has now transformed into a social war. Gangs are feared as the most dangerous 
perpetrators of social violence. In gang communities ‘at-risk’ youth are subject to social exclusion, 
unemployment and domestic/street violence often joining gangs for alternative solutions. In the past, 
as an attempt to improve citizen security and attract voters, the government of El Salvador introduced 
a package of controversial anti-gang laws designed as a temporary means to criminalize gangs, 
violating several codes of international human rights. In response to failed repressive approaches, a 
shift towards a rehabilitative approach is now being encouraged whereby gang members deactivate 
and then reintegrate back into normal society. Such programs are being run by the government, by 
NGO’s, by the church and various other organizations in the private sector. The following research 
article seeks to define gang rehabilitation and looks at what constitutes a rehabilitated gang member.  
The relevance and importance of gang rehabilitation as a field will be examined in the context of El 
Salvador, assessing the impact that gang rehabilitation programs can have on society when used as an 
alternative approach. A multi-sector analysis of these projects observed in the field provides a look 
into the challenges faced when working with gangs and an evaluation of how exemplary programs 
successfully overcome those obstacles. All original findings are based on two month’s desk research in 
the Netherlands and two month’s field work in El Salvador.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

Overview of Research Topic 

It is a general attitude in El Salvador that once you become a gang member, you are stuck with your 
gang for life. Although true for many gang members, there are a small percentage of gang members who 
do leave their gangs and ‘rehabilitate,’ meaning that they have left their gang and reintegrated back into 
normal society. A large percentage of youth are currently looking to leave their gangs, and yet do not 
know how or lack the support and access to help them do so. In the first place, they have to ask 
permission from their gang to leave and then that gang is going to monitor their actions to see if they 
are taking this newfound path in life seriously. Either leaving one’s gang without permission or not 
committing to change once granted leave can have deadly consequences. So how then, are these youth 
who are joining gangs at an average age of eleven years old, able to leave their gang, rehabilitate and 
reintegrate back into normal society if they choose?  

Response to this problem has been developing over the past fifteen years in El Salvador in the form of 
gang rehabilitation programs operating among different sectors in society; Church, NGO, Government.  
In my observations from two month’s desk research through two month’s fieldwork in El Salvador I have 
concluded that gang rehabilitation policies are highly developed and abundant on paper in comparison 
to the amount of actual programs working hands on with these youth in the field. It is much easier to 
write about the problems of gang youth in discourse than it is to carry out those concepts for amending 
the problem in action.  Gangs are highly violent, insular and protective groups of people who demand a 
lot of cooperation and respect from the people that they work with. The same challenges that draw 
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youth to ingress in gangs are mostly the same reasons that prevent them from leaving. Gang 
rehabilitation programs have a huge task because they have to consider all these factors and work 
around constant high risks and problem change. Many of the facilitators I came to know are frustrated 
with the current situation and feel that without changing some underlying problems in El Salvadoran 
society, rehabilitated gang members will remain extremely challenging.  

 To further understand the social relevance of gang rehabilitation in El Salvador we must also look at the 
root problems, the background histories and environmental factors that have contributed to the 
formation of gangs and which impact opportunities for leaving one’s gang and rehabilitating.  This 
includes the impact of economic, environmental, and political factors on gang rehabilitation.  In the 
1980’s and 90’s Latin America and the Caribbean experienced rapid urbanization, increasing levels of 
poverty and inequalities. During this time El Salvador also suffered from a twelve year armed conflict 
that had double fold consequences on its growing population. Disintegrated families and a climate of 
violence have made youth in El Salvador incredibly vulnerable to poverty and there has been a marked 
increase in the number of youth living in marginalized neighbourhoods. These ‘youth at risk’ are 
characterized by the high levels of violence and crime and/or social disintegration in their communities. 
Youth at risk in El Salvador often join gangs as viable solutions to their substandard quality of lives 
among other reasons.  The economic difficulties of living in post conflict society in El Salvador have 
contributed to a decline in government social services,  and a demand for citizen security have 
influenced policy formation in such a manner that rehabilitation services for those already involved in a 
gang are limited. Poverty, high drop- out rates for schools, teen pregnancy, drug abuse are all correlated 
factors that affect the rising numbers of youth in El Salvador choosing to ingress in a gang.  Many youth 
are having work to supplement lacking family incomes and those who do work are often working in the 
informal sector which interferes with their education and health. Those “at- risk” youth who live in 
marginalized neighbourhoods tend to replicate the same trauma and stress that they are subjected to 
living in violent gang neighbourhoods and often mimic their environment through involvement in gang 
activity and lifestyle.  

El Salvador now faces not only the social consequences of a rising gang population but also the 
economic cost of violence currently being incurred. The economic impact of war on a country is crystal 
clear and yet the economic impact of gang war on El Salvador seems to haze into a gray definition area 
when seeking concrete statistics. I was informed that there were more daily homicides in 2007 in El 
Salvador due to gang violence than there were during the armed conflict (Interview with PNC, 2008). 
Violence erodes the assets of the poor such as labour, human capital, social capital, household relations, 
and assets such as housing (WOLA, 2005). A walk down any street in a gang neighbourhood in the 
country’s capital San Salvador would be an immediate visual testimony to such realities where the 
frustration with poverty is written all over the walls.  The government is now looking at having to invest 
in the alleviation of poverty and the strengthening of social capital.  It is the job of the government to 
ensure social justice and human rights through defending and upholding the constitution however has 
been called on their failures to do so by international human rights organizations. Current lack of social 
spending on rehabilitating gang communities combined with a perceived lack of justice due to high 
poverty and corruption has led to the impunity that allows the persistence of gangs. Allocations of more 
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social spending on gang rehabilitation programs and the continued research and development of 
programs already proven successful are believed to be a huge potential asset and investment for the 
future.   In a country where more private vigilantes are employed than state police the current reality 
however is that the national budget is being invested in violent and repressive tactics against gangs 
instead of major governmental planning to tackle the roots of the problem. The majority of funding for 
gang rehabilitation programs that are currently operating are coming from external sources, the current 
largest being the European Union.  As a developing country hit by soaring gas and food prices El Salvador 
continues to suffer from an economic depression mainly affecting the middle and low classes, yet 
influences and pressures from globalization persist. As the director of the NGO Homies Unidos 
explained, “We are spending like people from the first world but earning like those in the third world. 
Desperation in youth who suffer from want is leading to increased violence based on economic motives” 
(Gavidia interview, 2008). How then, can a small country like El Salvador turn around their development 
problems which continue to manifest as social violence and gang warfare? Get people out of the gangs 
so that society can return to peace. The current slogan for El Salvador posted on just about every street 
corner in the city’s capital San Salvador is ‘Seamos constructores de paz social,’ translated as ‘we(as a 
society) are creators of social peace.’  I decided to overcome my own personal fears of working with this 
population group and enter the field to gain a first-hand evaluation of what gang rehabilitation is, what 
programs currently exist and how they are able to successfully rehabilitate gang youth. The following 
research question along with other related sub-questions were the engine of enquiry or the basic think 
tank for tacking this broad research topic: 

• In what way are youth gang members in El Salvador being rehabilitated through programs 
within the different sectors of society so that they may reintegrate successfully into normal 
society as productive citizens? 

All information gathered for the following research article was based on answering this main research 
question along with the following set of research sub-questions: 

• What is the current gang and gang rehabilitation situation in El Salvador ie. Number of programs 
operating and by whom? 

• How can we define gang rehabilitation? 

• Is successful gang rehabilitation possible though to reintegration into normal society? 

• Can gang members become productive citizens again?  

• What are some main challenges to gang rehabilitation? 

• What would be some conclusions/suggestions for the future? 

Project Methodology: Accessing gang rehabilitation as a researcher 

 The research covered in this thesis is based on a combined two months of desk research in Utrecht, 
Netherlands with two months field work in El Salvador. The majority of my field work component was 
carried out in the country’s capital San Salvador.  Desk research methods included taking notes from 
books, magazine and newspaper articles, pamphlets /flyers from organizations, CD ROMs, PDF 
documents, internet sites etc (Annex 2). During this time I also conducted a few interviews with officials 
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involved with El Salvador here in the Netherlands. Once in the field, I continued a small component of 
archival/desk research in order to gather empirical information that simply was not accessible in 
Holland. Once in the field University of Central America (UCA) and the Institute of Public Opinion were 
main sources.  During interviews, rehabilitation program/organisation site visits focus group events were 
documented using a digital voice recorder or through note taking. All stages of my fieldwork have been 
supported by original photo documentation (See Annex 7). 

 Working with active and ex-gang members meant that it was at times impossible for me to photo 
document, as requested by the informants themselves. In order to overcome this obstacle, people from 
the organizations, ie the CNSP or National Security Council, who are granted permission by active gang 
members to photo document due to established trust levels, were able to use my camera to document 
on my behalf. The government, organizations and some of my key informants have also provided me 
with archival/personal photos. I conducted more than a hundred interviews with specialized and trained 
informants, whom were working in the field of gang rehabilitation or youth violence. This research 
project is theoretical analysis based on information gathered from literature reviews, from extensive 
interviewing and from all participant observation. 

Gang violence is currently affecting every citizen in El Salvador to some degree, and the impact that the 
civil war still resonating in people’s lives meant I was also able to gain a considerable amount of 
information from daily informal conversation.   I felt that my biggest research challenge fell under the 
church sector of gang rehabilitation programs. Most church actors are working as part of an NGO or 
redefine as an NGO for funding purposes and I have had a hard time finding a rehabilitation project 
operated by the church alone. Another problem with this research population is that gang members 
who go to the church to leave the gang and become rehabilitated are not asking the permission from 
the gang...they are asking permission from God only because the gang means nothing to them anymore.  
This means that they are often sought out by their active gang homebody for breaking the rules and 
consequently are an extremely dangerous group to work with. (Wim Savenije, personal interview)   

Alongside the CNSP Projovenes ProYouth project I was able to visit the entirely MS13 gang community 
called Districto Italia with gang rehabilitation specialist Milton Vega and the Projovenes/ European 
Union team. The first visit was to participate in a soccer tournament organized with almost entirely gang 
youth. In the second I participated/observed with a focus group meeting where the women of Districto 
Italia were being trained in a micro-finance cosmetology and hair salon program.  In this gang 
community I paradoxically felt the safest I ever felt in San Salvador, because I entered with the right 
people and was therefore ‘protected’, as long as an opposing gang member didn’t enter the 
neighbourhood. I was always luckily viewed as a neutral observer who was trying to help in some way 
and who had connections with the right people, namely people they liked and who give them the things 
they needed. It helped also that some of the rehabilitation program facilitators were former gang 
members themselves and had left with permission maintaining the respect of their former gang. I was 
always careful to remain ‘on their side’. This started to be problematic for field research when I became 
involved in research activities involving opposing gangs. I mostly observed and participated with MS13 
communities and always felt that I had to keep my involvement with any 18th street gang rehabilitation 
projects secret, for example when I painted a mural with the 18th street community in Colonia IVU. 
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Despite these cautions organizations such as Homies Unidos and La Granja Escuela have programs 
participants can come from any gang.  Regardless gangs remain a violent force at times to be reckoned 
with. They are creating a type of war based on their dissatisfactions with society and can be seen as a 
different type of guerrilla fighter. Their motivations are often irrational, inhumane, irreconcilable and 
underground. To fully understand their command center, or to pick it apart, to gain that kind of access 
or knowledge, one would have to join them, to become them. Then once you would have that 
information, you would probably be killed if anyone suspected that you were going to share it with 
outside society. In that sense I felt, as a researcher, that by maintaining my personal boundaries I was 
limited in the amount of information I could access about the gang members themselves. I could get 
close but not too close for comfort. 

Case Study Approach 

It was impossible to cover every gang rehabilitation program that existed in El Salvador in my research 
and I decided that focusing on a handful of projects in different sectors would be more beneficial to 
generate trust with my target informants and to gain a deeper observation. As much as I wanted to 
choose my organizations, in the end really they chose me because I had to take any opportunity to open 
doors that presented themselves. I chose to do the majority of my fieldwork as a volunteer facilitator 
with Project Projovenes Consejo Nacional de Seguridad Publica or ‘National Council for Public Security’ 
because they had a team of gang rehabilitation specialists I was able to mentor and who eventually took 
interest in helping me with my research objective. Through this work I was able to access my 
government case studies: The Gang Farm rehabilitation school in Sonsonate, visits to Sensuntepeque 
penitentiary with Milton Vega, and the community events, site visits and focus group meetings with the 
team from Projovenes in gang community Districto Italia.  Gang rehabilitation is a controversial and at 
times closed off field, for no one wants to be held accountable for what might happen to you on the job. 
It is a highly risky research subject and I approached my target informants knowing that as a single, 
white, female in Central America, I would have to establish methodology and approach to access gangs 
that I felt comfortable with. In prisons I chose to work only among female gang members because of the 
low level of security where I was working (once a guard mistook me for an inmate and wouldn’t let me 
leave!) and I felt safer working with women. Female gang members are also more open about their 
transformative work while rehabilitating which is beneficial to the researcher (Vega interview, 2008). 
Although probably an illusion of safety as women gang members can be equally as dangerous as their 
male counterparts (Maras, 2005) I found that whenever I felt comfortable with the gangs, they felt 
comfortable with me.  The main challenge in working with an active gang population is the danger that 
stems from their lack of value for life.  Gang youth value their own and others lives in a very casual way. 
They are desensitized to violence and have psychological survival mechanisms when having to carry out 
orders to kill that switch off centers of morality or sensibility. Being aware of what my informants are 
capable of, for whatever reason, I wanted to anger them the least as possible and always make sure I 
entered their territories, asked question and photo documented with permission. 

After a while I found interviewing to be a limited information source and I shifted my research methods 
to include primarily participant observation or focus group. Working as a volunteer facilitator with the 
CNSP granted me the access to observe and work hands with both active and rehabilitated gang 
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members. In Sensuntepeque jail I helped facilitate a cohort of MS13 women through their complete 
rehabilitation program. This was probably the most rewarding work I did being able to see the changes 
and developments in participants from the beginning to the end graduation.  I also had the opportunity 
to visit two reputable, long standing NGOs during field research that are apolitical and non-religious in 
approach. They are MOJE in Ilobasco and Homies Unidos in San Salvador and are the two NGO case 
studies.  Taking a multi-sector approach facilitates a broader understanding of currently operating 
projects at the church, NGO and government level.  

 The first section of this article will provide background information leading to the current situation, 
detailing the evolution of El Salvador’s political to social violence, including the evolution of gangs, 
reasons for gang formation and related obstacles to leaving a gang in order to contextualize the 
relevance of gang rehabilitation. This also includes a section on the theory of gangs and rehabilitation to 
clearly define the research subject. The second section of the article is based on empirical evidence 
uncovered in four months combined desk and field work that looks at the differing approaches, 
challenges, successes and  of gang rehabilitation programs. Combining theoretical reviews developed 
through desk research with original research findings this research article points to the critical economic 
and social benefits in investing in violence prevention and gang rehabilitation and provides a summary 
of exemplary approaches to rehabilitating gang members observed in successful programs. 

THEORY OF GANG REHABILITATION 

It is important to understand some definitions relevant to gang youth that form the theoretical 

foundation in the topic of research interest. These terms will appear commonly throughout the article 
and are presented here as a basic review: 

 Violence and crime among gang members are frequently categorized as synonymous however there 
are important distinctions. Violence is the exercise or threat of physical force, while crime is an act 
punishable by law-the breach of legal prohibition. Violence and gang violence types range from 
homicide at one end of a continuum through to mental abuse at the other, with varying context-specific 
types in between. Adolescence and youth is important to define because most gang rehabilitation 
programs are working with participants in this age group.  Adolescence and its duration defining 
characteristics and highly variable. This period is one of psychosocial change through which individuals 
initiate a process of development and maturation of their personality, sense of identity, and capacity for 
abstract thought. At this time adolescents form peer alliances, search for economic security and 
independence from parents, and develop values and attitudes. Critical decisions are taken that will 
ultimately influence earning potentials, well being, social patterns etc.  At- risk youth constitute a broad 
category that generally refers to youth who face environmental, social, and family conditions that may 
hinder their personal development and successful integration into society as productive citizens. At the 
core of this notion of risk is the impact of poverty or economic stress on low-income families. Simply, 
“at-risk youth” are usually categorized as young people, between the ages of 11 and 19, who are at a 
social disadvantage.  Gang Youth are youth who have left their family and community to live 
permanently within a gang and its community and who have to follow the codes of ethic, conduct, dress 
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code, tattoo identification, initiation rituals etc. and carry out missions of violence/crime assigned from 
higher ranking gang members (Source: Barker and Fontes 1996; Moser 1996; Schneidman 1996). 

Put simply into laymen’s terms, gang rehabilitation can be defined as programs work to transform 
active gang members into passive ones so that they may integrate back into normal society (Yule, 2008). 
Often four repeating jargon phrases appear in literature reviews: Primary prevention, secondary 
prevention, tertiary attention and reintegration.  Primary and secondary prevention are mainly 
preventative initiatives or policies that focus on normal youth and youth at risk, providing education and 
activities so that they will not become gang members themselves.  In this research article I will be 
focusing mainly on tertiary attention which is the process whereby an active gang member becomes de-
activated (psychologically and physically) and also reintegration, the integral component of gang 
rehabilitation whereby the gang member receives the necessary training to become a self-sufficient  and 

non-violent productive citizen.  Complementary to my own personal description, definitions relevant 
to gang youth and rehabilitation programs are consistently defined by research institutions, by 
the government and in policy making and by NGOs working within this field as follows: 

 Primary prevention. Programs that work with youth (generally in-school youth) who live with their 
families, but who are at risk because of urban-based poverty and other social conditions are under the 
category of Primary Prevention which is basically social prevention. It employs a strategy of help to a 
wide sector of society that suffer from different risk factors and a scarcity of protection, especially in the 
case of children, adolescents and youth. This is constituted in the actions directed at preventing violence 
before it occurs. Programs include vocational workshops, artistic workshops, sports activity workshops 
as options for free time, study reinforcement, schooling for mothers and fathers and community action 
such as the reclaiming of spaces, street lighting, etc. Primary prevention is believed to be the best 
methodology to combat the growth of gangs because it targets the problem at its root. These programs 
seek to provide alternative lifestyles to the attractive but violent and dangerous gang life. All sectors of 
society are focusing a lot of energy in this area of prevention and especially with youth because, young 
people hold an energy, a potential growth, and at this stage they are the easiest population group to 
work with. 

 Secondary prevention includes programs that work with youth who are in one or more situation of 
identified specific risk or who have already been involved in minor acts of crime and violence.  Youth in 
such programs come from communities with high levels of violence (gang communities), live with 
families where they are at high risk of abandonment or abuse, or live in the street.  Secondary 
prevention programs are directed at specific individuals or groups, identified as having a proclivity to 
incur in habitual conduct of violence and/or delinquency. Prevention in this category is often oriented 
around neutralizing or avoiding situations that are precursors to violence. In the theme of gangs, for 
example, this would be groups including: youth at risk, school dropouts, victims of interfamily violence, 
those with access to drugs and alcohol etc. Overall there is a lack of programs at the secondary level. A 
lack of this type of intervention with groups of youth at risk about to sign up for gang activity, is believed 
to be one explanation for the increase in youth joining gangs.  
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Tertiary Attention (rehabilitation) are programs that offer protective or intensive services for youth 
who have been abandoned, live in the streets, want to leave a gang, have been abused physically or 
sexually, who are involved in delinquency and violence and who are separated from their family and 
community of origin. Assistance includes social services and interventions, drug rehabilitation programs, 
counselling and psychotherapy, spiritual counselling, art therapy, recreational therapy, focus groups, 
treatment homes. Tertiary Attention is the specified technical definition of rehabilitation in the true 
sense of typology. The proper technical area of rehabilitation, as opposed to the reference to 
rehabilitation as a general term, is oriented around groups that have already been involved in 
delinquency or violence. That is to say, youth that are active gang members and that are in conflict with 
the law. Activities in Tertiary prevention have to been more strictly monitored, not passing 20-30 youth 
per group.  These types of projects include: Detoxification activities, tattoo removal, vocational 
workshops, work capacity training, scholarships and other programs that focus on the individual 
amongst a group of previously violent youth. Tertiary prevention programs are scarce in El Salvador 
because they are highly costly, highly dangerous for facilitators and have had little proven success. 
Various NGO’s, government projects and church actors are working hard to change this, but a huge 
obstacle remains the gangs themselves.   

 Reintegration is the intended final outcome of gang youth rehabilitation. Reintegration implies that 
youth participants have been able to successfully reintegrate into normal society as healthy, active and 
productive citizens. Assistance includes skill and confidence building, small business training, capacity 
building, employment searches, community placement, tattoo removal, vocational training.  (Sources: 
Barker and Fontes 1996; Moser 1996; Schneidman 1996., Homies Unidos interview; Maras Vol III. 2004; 
Samayoa, 2003.) In summary, the term rehabilitation implies, in certain conditions, a process of 
reinsertion/reintegration, or the reincorporation of the rehabilitated person into a labour system or into 
a productive process. (Maras, 86)  

There are many sub theories to gang rehabilitation programs (tertiary attention through to 
reintegration) whereby different theories of approach to gang rehabilitation are employed.  First 
foremost rehabilitation programs work to restructure the identity, values and lifestyle of the gang 
member. Human development components use a variety of methods to strengthen values, and that are 
oriented around psychological and spiritual development and leadership. Such programs also work in 
the area of: Transformation, integral healing, building self esteem, leadership, positive self image, 
resilience, work ethic, self discipline. Methods include projects for abandoning drugs and alcohol, HIV 
control, and work. Conventional rehabilitation as a foundation-Although many different gang 
rehabilitation techniques are being employed these days in El Salvador, a core team of rehabilitation 
specialists is almost always needed. These include: Social workers, psychologists and counsellors, 
teachers, psychiatrists and drug/alcohol rehabilitation specialists.  

Art and Recreation in theory is a popular and integral component to gang rehabilitation programs, 
whether sports or arts based, it is consistently used by the different organizations I visited. This could 
include: Organizing tournaments, sports camps, basketball, martial arts, expressive arts, painting, 
theatre groups, dance troupes etc. Across the world sports and the expressive arts have always been 
mandatory in school curriculums for the following reasons: They build self esteem, they prepare 
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students to confront challenges, they help create a positive self image, they help youth actualize 
personal goals; They teach discipline and provide a means of verbal and non verbal communication and 
expression. As a small scale tactic, they help the personal achievements of youth in the larger society.   
Many “night sport” events are proving to keep gang youth off the streets in San Salvador during the 
most violently active hours and are increasing in popularity. Although more a form of primary 
prevention, sports and recreational activities can also be used as part of tertiary prevention for building 
self- esteem and improving social skills before or during reintegration.  The National Institute for Sports 
and Recreation (INDES) has even a national set of policies to integrate youth and communities into 
sports which started in 1980 and took responsibility with juvenile sports programs as of 1996. (Maras III, 
2004: 34).  

 Art is used by children and youth in communities as a means to reflect on their lives, learn to express 
their feelings and their realities, their dreams, their aspirations, through different artistic manifestations. 
Instructors of experimental art guide their students to build their self esteem, and cultural identity and 
learn values such as friendship, respect, responsibility, tolerance, solidarity, all of which will contribute 
to lowering their levels of violence. This manifests in contemporary and modern dance groups, break 
dance troupes, plastic arts, music, literature and capoeira. Latin America has a long history in the 
creation of murals of different character and function: political, social and communal. The youth of 
today are continuing in this tradition with their graffiti that originally were not only an expression of 
territory for gangs but also a form of youth artistic expression that synchronizes a word or text with 
stylized images. The ‘taggers’ with their spray bottles are often reflecting their realities, and their 
dissatisfaction with a society often affected by violence and poverty.  In community mural projects, 
youth and children can find in a spectacular manner also the ability to manifest their feelings and 
aspirations through artistic form. The rehabilitation workshops the most popular with gang youth are 
break baking and clay working. Psychologists in El Salvador claim that kneading bread dough or clay, 
helps reduce levels of aggression in gang members significantly. This claim is supported by the success 
and popularity of these types of workshops. Also, the gang members feel that it is productive for they 
can eat, use or market the final products they are creating. In this way it helps build self esteem, is a 
creative non-verbal outlet, and can be economically beneficial. Painting is also another outlet proven to 
reduce aggression levels in participants. (Interview with Aida Luz Santos de Escobar).  

(In our gang rehabilitation program) we use artistic mediums such as painting, drawing, and 
plasticine. Art plays an important role in as a form of expression during their lives with the gang. 
Graffiti is a form of being able to express themselves and their dissatisfactions when they feel no 
one else is listening. Sometimes they become so violent that they lose their ability to 
communicate feelings in words and art provides an outlet for wordless communication...without 
pressure, without words.(Gladis Pacheco interview, 2008) 

Creativity, Artisan work, Skill building, Self marketing are all used therapeutically but also many 
programs are also encouraging participants to develop marketable artistic skills which prove to be of 
economic advantage during their reintegration phase. (CNSP interview, 2008)Due to societal stigmas, a 
rehabilitated gang member may still have a difficult time getting a job even if completely rehabilitated, 
and so many ex- gang members are starting their own businesses as a means of overcoming this 
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obstacle.  Theoretically there are two main concepts that form the greatest challenges to rehabilitating 
and transforming a gang member: 

Heroism or attractiveness of the gang lifestyle is a main problem at hand since it is often the attractive 
lifestyle that the gangs are using to get people to sign up. The notion of being a gang member has 
already been sold to youth on TV in movies, in gangsta music in rap culture. Gang members sport nice 
cars, nice phones and trendy clothes. If they join a gang then all of a sudden they can afford to go to cool 
places, have cool things and their identity becomes based on these capitalistic values, many of which are 
part of globalization. People used to be happy with what they have but now globalization has changed 
that.  The rich are teaching the poor to want more.  There are an estimated 6,000,000 cell phones on the 
street in El Salvador. Every child wants a cell phone, every child wants internet. These are the new basic 
needs that the gang life can provide for those without. 

Stigmatization of gang members is an extremely important factor to consider when looking at the 
reintegration phase of gang rehabilitation. The general attitude expressed by El Salvadoran society is 
that once you are a gang member you are one for life (Fieldwork, informal conversations, 2008).I had 
people laugh at me for coming to their research this elusive ‘gang rehabilitation’ for many people 
believe it does not exist and is not possible. In fact, a great part of what is keeping gang members in 
their gangs are the attitudes from society such as these which often cost rehabilitating youth their 
opportunity to reintegrate.  Because of the code of conduct gang members used to be very easily 
identified by their dress, their makeup and their tattoos. In fact the PNC showed me a guide book in 
their library which, with extensive illustrations, demonstrated how to determine a gang member by 
visual clues. Such unconstitutional and often institutionalised stigmas led to thousands of mistaken 
arrests of youth in El Salvador. (Interview, Luz Santos de Escobar. 2008) Although illegal, many business 
owners are asking for a criminal record before granting youth jobs and any sign of tattoos means next to 
no chance of employment. El Salvadoran society does not trust gang members and they continue to 
stigmatize a gang member even after he/she is rehabilitated (Interview, Carlos, 2008).  One successfully 
rehabilitated gang member who participated in a nurse training program with the NGO Homies Unidos is 
still unable to be hired as a nurse because she feels her tattoos are a part of her and her right to not 
remove them. She is rehabilitated, highly skilled/trained graduating the top of her program and yet 
unemployed because of stigmatization (Interview, Remires, 2008). Gang rehabilitation programs have 
had to adapt to this phenomenon because it’s easier to redevelop programs than change society’s 
general attitude. Rehabilitation programs are therefore almost all incorporating element of micro 
entrepreneurial business training so that rehabilitated gang members can start their own work 
independently. The majority of successfully rehabilitated gang members I encountered had taken that 
route.    

GANG REHABILITATION IN THE CONTEXT OF EL SALVADOR  

An in depth historical review is essential to understand why gang rehabilitation in El Salvador is needed 
now more than ever. In the past decade violence in El Salvador has taken a new form. In the 1970’s and 
80’s the country was rife with the political violence of the armed conflict. After the signing of peace 
negotiations the threat of citizen security in El Salvador was replaced by the proliferation of urban 
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violence, specifically, the street gangs of San Salvador. Succeeding a culture of violence and climate of 
dictators and repression, the youth in El Salvador have been displaced by a history of war and 
subsequent poverty. Many opt for participation in gangs as a financial and social support network. Those 
who join a gang are rarely able to revoke their membership for a new life.  

El Salvador is a small, densely populated country with a violent history, three factors that work against 
the rising gang pandemic in this Central American country. With currently 6,510,348 inhabitants 59% of 
those people are living in urban areas while 41% are living in the rural areas. 31.5% of the country`s 
entire population live in its capital city San Salvador. The Armed Conflict (1980-1992) took more than 
82,000 El Salvadoran lives. Today El Salvador is eminently a country of youth with 61.5% of the 
population being under the age of 30 (www.comunidadsegura.org). 

The unemployment rate in El Salvador is currently at 6.5 percent and the country is experiencing a lot of 
underemployment.  50% of the country’s population is under the age of 18 and 75% of these youth are 
living below the poverty line (CIA, 2007). Affected by the Central American Free Trade Agreement 
(CAFTA) the gap between the economic elite and the lower classes is continually widening in El Salvador. 
There is a poverty whereby El Salvadoran youth are unable to meet their daily basic needs (Savenije, 
Eekhoff, 2003: 290). An inadequate network of family support or lack of family entirely, coupled with 
lack of employment or economic opportunity can leave disadvantaged youth desperate.  Globalization 
now offers many mediums in which youth can get caught up in cycles of violence:  in the proliferation of 
drugs and arms. Family disintegration because of abuse or abandonment is also one of the most 
common reasons for young El Salvadorans to join a gang.  Youth at risk in the country’s capital San 
Salvador are opting for gang membership as a form of security, love, family and economic means.   

Currently in San Salvador there are two main rivalling gangs: Mara Salvatrucha (MS 13) and 18th Street 
Gang, both of which are El Salvadoran branches of Los Angeles based street gangs. Other gangs have 
existed in El Salvador before the civil war on a smaller scale and they grew as the chaos of war provided 
impunity. Deaths would be attributed to war crimes and the rising toll of homicides from social violence 
was undocumented until after the peace accords. Gangs in the US have also existed before the El 
Salvadoran presence of MS13 and 18th street. Mexican gangs such as the Latin Kinds and Crazy Riders 
have existed since the 1960’s and predominantly white mafia gangs have existed in the US since the 
1930’s.  Because of the vast popularity and fame of the prolific and notoriously violent El Salvadoran 
gangs, they have captured the world’s attention and are also suffering from the greatest stigmas and 
social exclusion.  

It is estimated that more than 30,000 youth in El Salvador currently belong to gangs these gangs (Toll, 
2005). According to a survey conducted in the late 90’s, 86% of those youth belongings to gangs reside 
in the Metropolitan capital of San Salvador and 72% of all gang members  were between the ages of 16-
21 (Cruz et al., 1998: 36). 51.9% of youth involved in a gang were initiated between the ages of 11-15 
(Comunidadsegura.org). Youth gangs claim an average of eight homicide victims a day currently as 
opposed to 12 homicides a day in 2004. Although homicide rates are declining, extortion, kidnappings, 
robberies and delinquencies are on the rise. Currently there are more daily homicides due to gang 
violence than total deaths from political violence during the civil war  
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With a peaking gang crisis in El Salvador the demand for gang rehabilitation programs is evident. Over 
the past ten years gang rehabilitation specialists, government workers, church workers, social workers 
teachers etc have been studying the phenomenon of gangs  in order to develop effective gang 
rehabilitation programs that will lead to successful reintegration. The unfortunate reality is that the 
majority of citizens in El Salvador are still supporting repressive rather than rehabilitative approaches for 
working with gang members. Drug and alcohol abuse treatment, psychological counselling and 
reintegration training are all important stages in rehabilitating a gang member.  

When asked about their history or past involvement with violence in El Salvador the results derived from 
the same survey were implicit: 10% of gang members admitted having a direct involvement in armed 
conflict; 3.7% as army soldiers and 6.5% as combatants with the FMLN. Although this is a small factor it 
reminds us of a culture of violence ingrained in El Salvador. During this time now older gang members 
were already experimenting and learning about the use of violence and although less than 10% of 
current gang members were combatants they are still influenced by a history of violence. It is important 
to acknowledge that this normalization or education of violence has affected the psychological construct 
of most Salvadorans today. During more than twelve years of fighting, El Salvadoran youth learned that 
violence could be used as a viable alternative to conflict and the country saw a large number of children 
trained to kill effectively (Cruz et al., 1998: 86). 

It is possible that, after twelve years of civil war, with images still fresh of genocide, torture, and 
death, that at the beginning of the 1990`s groups emerged whose use of violence was a fundamental 
common characteristic. These children who had suffered during more than a decade of civil war 
continued to reproduce such forms of violence in their own lives. Studies have confirmed that the 
violence that been so fierce during the civil war in connected and has turned into the El Salvadoran 
mode of resolving problems (www.comunidadsegura.org). 

These psychological realities are part of the main challenges in rehabilitating gang youth in a post war 
developing economy.  

It is also important to consider that the majority of successfully rehabilitated gang members 
were able to do so by asking permission from their gang to leave. The most successful gang 
rehabilitation programs in El Salvador work by gaining the trust and respect of active gangs to be able to 
de-activate willing and permitted members. Seeking treatment or rehabilitation without the permission 
of your gang is highly dangerous and most programs will not want to work with a person in this type of 
circumstance as they put everyone else around them at risk as well. Gang members who have been 
given permission to rehabilitate have to take the process seriously or they could be killed by their gang. 
(esp. In the case of joining the church).  Under normal circumstances it is not permitted for a homeboy 
or home girl to leave his/her gang period. It is common however for them to ‘calm down’ in their gang 
activity or ‘calmarse.’ This is more referring to the stopping of violent behaviour and taking of drugs. 
There are five main factors deemed acceptable by gang society to calmarse or leave one’s gang. They 
are: When one has children and has to find work or look after the family, when one has gotten old, 
when one has already served time in jail and wants to change, when one is seeking institutional help (ie 
to kick a drug habit) and finally when one becomes religious and wants to join the church.  These factors 
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relate to a marero who is considered to be settling down in life (ERIC et al., 2001:377-378). Desire 
expressed or action taken to leave one’s gang for a reason apart from one of these aforementioned 
reasons can result in death. Outside of these acceptable perimeters there is therefore a huge amount of 
fear amongst youth who may wish to abandon their violent lifestyle. 

To a gang member, his/her gang defines the limits of activity within the barrio. In many 
neighbourhoods in San Salvador nobody can ignore the presence of these gangs and the powerful affect 
that they have on their community. The gang conditions many aspects of life in the barrio sometimes 
with a militaristic attitude. It is demanding on its member’s time and lifestyle necessitating compliance 
and silence (loyalty). Those individuals who have entered into a gang sacrifice a lot of their individual 
freedoms and fall into what Guatemalan anthropologist Ricardo Falla describes as a ‘cultural jail’ (ERIC et 
al, 2001: 380).  Gang members with whom I spoke with in Districto Italia described themselves as a type 
of soldier, and that even if they were to leave the gang life, they would always be part of the gang and 
could be called upon at any time to return to duty by higher ranking members. They described these 
rehabilitated members as being part of an army ‘reserve.’ Belonging to a gang is implicitly dangerous but 
leaving a gang can run an even higher cost to personal security. Gang members constantly are in danger 
of being assassinated by rival gang members and those enemies can be their own gang if they decide 
unapproved, to break that pact of solidarity. There are those who stay with their gang for the fear of the 
gang itself and those who fear the transition into a judgemental public:  

‘Many (gang members) feel that it is better to have a reputation for being aggressive or violent 
than to be marginalized and ignored...the normalization of violence and membership of a youth 
gang can function as an antidote to the frustrating daily experiences of socially excluded 
youths’(Koonings and Kruijt, 2004:168).  

The breakdown of family relationships is often a motivating factor for youth to run to gangs and 
equally prevents them from leaving the streets and/or returning home. There are those youth who have 
been displaced from their families by civil war or deportation. There are those who have left their 
already struggling families for the attractiveness of a gang life, and those who have been abandoned by 
their families because of their affiliation with a gang. 

 

“Los pandilleros senalan que si estaban viviendo mal con su familia antes de entrar a las 
pandillas, peor seria a su regreso...Bajo esta perspective no hay alternativa. No queda mas que 
seguir con las pandillas, a menos que un joven decida costearse la vida por su cuenta. Pero antes 
de elegir esta opcion preferira quedarse con el grupo” ( ERIC et al, 2001: 382).  

Fear is a main driving factor keeping youth stagnated in their gangs: Fear of imprisonment is a chief 
occupation however there is an even greater fear of internal assassination by one’s own gang 
community. There is a defined set of rules to the brotherhood or sisterhood of a gang that mark 
boundaries, territories and dictate rules of loyal conduct. If one were to cross that border to the other 
side, or step outside the acceptable perimeters of the gang, death is often the penalty. Loyalty to this 
family and network is un-optional after membership: 
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Segun los mismos jovenes existe un compromiso relativamente tacito de que al ingresar a la 
pandilla nadie puede salirse “sino hasta mori,” y mucho menos podria afirmar que desea salirse 
de las pandillas(Cruz et al., 1998: 107).   

Membership in a gang is often equated to membership in a family, the absence of the latter 
even explaining the entrance into the former. In the case of broken families the gang member will often 
look to his or her gang as the only family support network.Those who resort to joining gangs are often 
exiled by the rest of their community, leaving the new gang member few alternatives of support. 
Neighbourhood associations attribute violence to gang members and youth members become excluded 
from society through negative association. Neighbours will single out and exclude these youth from all 
their community activities so as not to run into any problems with these children that are considered so 
violent (Savenije, Eekhoff, 2003: 280). 

Tattoos form a major part of a gang member’s identity. When interviewed 74.6% of the gang 
members had a ‘taca’ or tattoo somewhere on their body. 37.8% of those youth encountered problems 
with the police, other persons or had trouble finding/maintaining work because of those same tattoos. 
(Cruz et al., 1998: 73) Tattoos are now part of a societal stigma whereby youth become criminalized and 
profiled based on their physical appearance. The retired gang member looks to find a new reputation in 
society but his/her efforts are often futile due to the judgement of others: The neighbours have a 
certain memory, the tattoos are forever marking and the police will always chose to interrogate this 
person first in the case of a crime (ERIC et al, 2001: 385). Most rehabilitation programs incorporate 
tattoo removal as an integral part of their rehabilitative approach. 

The rise of gang violence in El Salvador is reflected in governmental efforts aimed at curbing 
gang violence/membership referred to as a “Heavy Hand” policy or Operation Mano Dura. As its name 
suggests, this was an aggressive policy which incorporated zero-tolerance anti-gang laws.  The get tough 
policy increased the criminalization of and violence against youth in San Salvador. During the early 
stages of Mano Dura policy formation there was a discursive debate whether to take the approach of 
being punitive or preventative (ie invest in rehabilitating gang youth). The approach adopted in the end 
was the former in a resolve to curb national violence attributed to gangs using political measures and 
punishment.   

In criminalizing the appearance of being a gang member, Operation Super Mano Dura introduced a 
package of anti gang laws including the Ley Antimaras which criminalizes gang membership and was 
intended as a temporary measure: Article 1.  of the anti-Mara law states:  

In effect of this law, one will be considered of the denomination of ‘gang member,’ whose actions are 
an altercation to public order... and who fit one or all of the following criteria: Those who meet with 
other gang members habitually, who mark public space as territories of their own, who use signs and 
symbols as means of identification, or who mark their body with scars and tattoos” (Toll, 2005). 

The problem here is that police who are legally allowed to rely on visible cues such as tattoo in order to 
identify gang members are unable to distinguish between presently active gang members and former, 
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rehabilitated gang members.  National prisons filled twice to capacity, putting strain on the national 
budget and further decreasing future opportunities for convicted and sentenced youth. 

Current president Antonia Saca pledged to do something different about the problem of `Maras` when 
he took office in 2004. After a year of many arrests and questionable improvements to civilian security, 
the Super Mano Dura (Super Iron Fist) policy was introduced as part of following President Tony Saca’s 
(ARENA) political campaign. This further tightened heavy hand policy was a package of anti gang 
reforms. Publically in El Salvador, hard hand policies were generally widely accepted: In a public opinion 
poll conducted by the Instituto Universitario de Opinion Publica (IUDOP) in 2003, eighty percent of the 
public we found in favour of the Mano Dura policy (Trigueros, 2005: 971). 

These Iron Fist policies have been praised by a jaded public who are demanding rights to personal 
security and at the same time are criticized by human rights activists and those defending the 
constitution.  Stiffening penalties for gang membership meant that one could serve up to five years in 
prison for gang membership alone - up to nine years in prison for gang leaders. In these policies the 
government of El Salvador failed to provide humane treatment of marginalized children, youth and 
adults: 

“They (the governments) need to protect the inalienable human right of all marginalized youth, 
families and their communities so they can pursue their dreams free of discrimination and poverty.”   
(Homies Unidos) 

The Ley anti-maras has now been declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court and was absolved in 
2006. Mano Dura hard hand policies however still persist. In March, 2008 the presidential elections are 
going to be held and the left wing FMLN is predicted to win for the first time in history. It is yet to be 
seen what effect a change in government will have on the currently lacking national vision for gang 
rehabilitation and reintegration strategies, especially for those gang members already serving time in 
prison. El Salvador’s penitentiary code includes articles which claim that every inmate has the right to 
rehabilitation programs and reintegration services but the common complaint is that there is not 
enough funding to uphold these regulations. Included is the fact that many people in the private and 
government sector do not trust gang rehabilitation programs by the mere fact that many facilitators and 
mentors were past gang members themselves and participants are a threat to personal security. The 
following is an investigation into the individuals and organizations willing to work with gang population 
groups in a humanizing and respectful manner and the outcomes of their rehabilitative work.     

El SALVADOR’S DEVELOPMENT CRISIS AND THE GANG PROBLEM: AN ASSESSMENT OF THE 
NEED FOR GANG REHABILITATION PROGRAMS AND AN OVERVIEW OF INITIATIVES. 

After observing the effects of gang fear in El Salvadoran society I believe it is important to present a 
negative impact analysis of gangs on the country to validate this research topic and stress the 
importance of solutions. My main question is how are the different sectors in society responding to this 
crisis? The following is an assessment of the need for gang rehabilitation programs: 

 Gangs are the product of a small country’s development problem and one has to consider all the 
environmental factors pushing youth to ingress in gangs. I have gathered the following list of causes 
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from informants: Family disintegration, poverty, high youth unemployment, youth at risk gang 
communities, globalization and suffering from want, third world earning and first world spending, 
culture of violence in a post war society, the influence of the media, specifically the glorification of 
violence and gangs in rap culture. The average age to ingress in a gang is now 11 years old. Programs 
wishing to rehabilitate gang members have to consider all external factors affecting potential 
participants (Ex. Accessibility, age, health, financial situation etc) when creating sustainable and locally 
based projects. Different programs have different objectives or approaches based on their underlying 
motives or foundation. Despite variations in approach I observed that the objectives of rehabilitation 
programs are synonymous: To transform the active gang member into a passive former gang member 
who can contribute as a healthy, non-violent and productive citizen.  

The NGO Centre for Exchange and Solidarity in San Salvador (CIS, 2008) describes the phenomenon of 
gang violence in El Salvador as an expression of violence rooted in economic exclusion, the aftermath of 
war, disintegration of families and the criminalization of youth. Gangs in El Salvador now constitute a 
national phenomenon. In San Salvador, the capital, and other metropolitan areas are found the majority 
of gang rehabilitation programs. This is for two reasons: There is more concentrated gang violence in the 
urban areas and institutions have greater resources and capacity to install programs in the city.   

The majority of my informants complained that there is no money in El Salvador; People can barely 
afford to eat because of the declining dollar and remittance crisis, the food crisis, the rising fuel prices 
and driver’s strikes (informal conversation, 2008). No one is satisfied and poverty levels are 
skyrocketing. The reality is that gang youth exits mostly in neighbourhoods affected by poverty: 
Mejicanos, Soyapango, Districto Italia, Libertad, Chaletenango, Sensuntepeque, etc.   Gang rehabilitation 
specialists repeatedly tell me that the sad thing is that these youth, these active and inactive members 
remain poor and are never the ones benefitting from the top-down command hierarchy. They are 
controlled by and answering to a higher force that even the government is claiming to not understand; 
The highest command center for the gangs where  men and women have an informal stake and control 
of the nation’s wealth through regulating the black market of drug and arms trafficking. People complain 
about the fact that there are more private vigilantes than public police in El Salvador and that there is a 
demand for violence and delinquency to support this national industry. El Salvador is now paying twice 
for its personal security- In taxes for the PNC (National Police) and in private funds for more than 
twenty-five thousand ‘vigilantes’ or private security guards (Eliseo Asencio interview, 2008). Whether 
gangs are being used as a smoke screen for covert operations or whether they are a naturally occurring 
de facto power that has evolved from violent societies, gang rehabilitation remains valid but limited 
based on a number of complex factors and I have been investigating why this is such an underdeveloped 

and relatively small field in comparison to the great amount of hype surrounding the gang problem.  

Geopolitically speaking, El Salvador is situated in a band of narco-political countries that run from 
Colombia up through to Mexico, geared towards dealing business with the US and Canada. There is an 
economic dependency of drug traffickers, high ranking gang members and corrupt officials on the use of 
common gang members to carry out local operations. These gang members then divert any unwanted 
attention away from those abusing their powers/jobs. In interviews and in current media, this type of 
corruption has been reported to exist in the government, in the police, in private corporations and even 
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in the church.  In a corrupt system gang members are being used in covert operation to deal drugs at the 
local level.  High levels of crime and threats to citizen security have resulted in high demands for private 
policing or ‘vigilantes’. The demand for these private security guards is secured by the imminent threat 
of gang violence. If we remove the perceived threat of gangs then what happens to this huge sector of 
the economy? I believe part of the negligence of gang youth is based partially on this economic factor 
whereby El Salvador is indirectly depending on the existence of gangs.   

Another factor hindering the development of rehabilitation programs is the fact that many people do 
not trust gang rehabilitation programs because a large percentage of rehabilitative workers and mentors 
in gang related programs were former gang members themselves. Populism also plays a huge role in 
swaying the public’s opinion of gang rehabilitation and the approach of government response to the 
problem. The majority of El Salvador’s population are living in fear due to perceived threats of gang 
violence, hindering citizen security and business operations. Zero tolerance policies enacted by the 
current government are supported by the majority of voters and with an upcoming election it would be 
hard for either side to sway from that political safety. When interviewed media correspondence officer, 
from the FMLN said that they would take a more left wing approach to gangs if they were to come into 
office but couldn’t define in any detail a vision for reforming current approaches. 

 Displaced families and hard hit communities are high risk factors for gang membership. For example, 
there is a link between the formation of gang communities as an aftermath of the war and also as an 
aftermath of the two large earthquakes that hit El Salvador. The community ‘Districto Italia’ that I was 
observing in reportedly became an entirely MS13 gang neighbourhood within one year of the large 
earthquake in 1996 that destroyed many people’s homes who, lacking insurance, were forced to 
abandon the area. Poorer communities, namely members of the MS13 gang, willing to live in 
substandard dwelling took over the area and have marked it their territory. The problem is that as these 
communities now grow, so do the numbers of gangs and violent acts.  Disintegrated families are 
commonly stated as environmental factor which prevent youth at risk from developing positively and 
worsen the already challenging path for rehabilitating gang members. Gang members often lack the 
moral, financial or community support needed to leave their gang which has more or less replaced their 
family. Rehabilitation programs have to match those needs in order to be successful. The state also has 
to be willing to sponsor those needs by changing policy in favour or creating more gang rehab programs, 
and monetary funding. Even when looking at the fact that there are currently more deaths annually 
from gang violence than during the civil war  the amount of currently existing state-run/funded gang 
rehabilitation programs constitute only a small speck in comparison with the gang problem at large. 
Permanent gang rehabilitation programs are needed at the local level where they would be the 
responsibility of the state. Corruption, disinterest and the stigmatization of gang youth are proving to be 
huge obstacles to progress in the field.   

For those already active gang members the rehabilitation process is complex although not impossible.  
There are those who want to change their lives for the better and those who are resigned to make a 
living from violent measures. There are, of course many who also have no choice. Top down commands 
from higher ranking gang members, for example in Districto Italia, can at any time ‘activate’ one of their 
members...even if he or she is calmado. “You have to look at it as a type of army reserve,” one MS13 
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member told me.” I may be cutting hair today, but if one of my homeboys orders me to kill somebody 
tomorrow I have to have the balls to do it. I have not option. This sweet face can change quickly he 
added laughing” (Informal conversation, District Italia, 2008). Therein lie the problems and challenges 
for providing alternative solutions. 

CHALLENGES TO GANG REHABILITATION AND THE DEVELOPMENT/SUSTAINABILITY OF 
PROGRAMS 

In research primary obstacles to gang rehabilitation include disintegrated families, lack of employment 
opportunity, drug abuse and tattoo marking. Many psychological dependencies to gang lifestyle include 
the attractiveness of gang prestige, loyalty to the brotherhood, friendship and/or fear of being killed for 
leaving ones gang. The following section will outline those factors that either complicate or prevent 
entirely the successful rehabilitation of gang members. These factors explain why many youth in El 
Salvador find gang membership not only attractive but also essential to survival. 

The most common weakness of organizations working in the area of prevention, rehabilitation and 
reinsertion of gang members is the inadequacy of self-documentation, the poor monitoring of objectives 
and the almost inexistent evaluation and systemization of their processes and results. This makes it 
difficult to determine the impact and realize certain goals. A lot with organizations is based on trial and 
error learnt in hindsight but another challenge is the fact that there is a lot of ‘problem change.’ This 
means that as soon as all the apparatuses of an institution adapt to and become prepared for a 
phenomenon, based on response, the phenomenon itself has then changed to something new with a 
new set of challenges demanding re-planning. The most prominent example of this would be tattoo 
removal programs which have caused the gang movement to go underground and is now unidentifiable. 
As gang rehabilitation is a relatively emerging field as an alternative to repressive policies that evidently 
failed, any system of monitoring or following up on participants to give feedback is also evolving. 

 Personal limitations to participating in gang rehabilitation for gang members include: Scheduling, 
availability, work, strict rules, discipline, distances to be travelled to program, consuming of drugs and 
alcohol, police repression, Mano Dura, limited money (the cost per capita for rehabilitation programs 
which are the most expensive range from 200 $US per head to 2000 $US), radical change in lifestyle, 
personal security and social isolation where personal safety and acceptance back into the community is 
key but often not granted. For this reason projects should be developed in accordance with the support 
or at least awareness of the entire community. This may increase the possibility of acceptance, 
toleration and compromise.  It is highly frustrating for youth to graduate from a program and when they 
try to reinsert into their communities only to find that they are suffering from marginalization, 
stigmatization and danger. This makes it difficult to find work. According to the PNUD, the rate of 
unemployment for youth between 15-24 years is 13 percent, which is double the national statistic of 6.9 
percent. (Diario de Hoy) Although delinquent youth under the age of 18 cannot hold a criminal record in 
El Salvador, a significant amount of gang youth and members that wish to rehabilitate and reintegrate 
back into society as workers are over the age of 18 and hold criminal records.  Unfortunately, there is a 
defacto system administered in El Salvador currently whereby, despite its unconstitutionality, business 
owners and ‘jefes’ are asking for a criminal record before offering employment. Lawyer Carlos states 
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that this phenomenon is a violation of human rights and is worsening the situation for gang members 
who wish to rehabilitate or reintegrate into society as productive workers. “It’s not right”, he says, “but 
that is just how it is right now and nobody is stopping it.”  He added, “People are afraid of hiring a gang 
member because they want to be sure that they are not bringing trouble to their business. The 
constitution may say one thing but what is actually happening in real life is another.” (Carlos interview, 
2008)  

Another main obstacle is school drop- out rates. Unfortunately some youth are even abandoning school 
to participate in rehabilitation programs. Dropping out of school puts youth at a higher risk for 
delinquency and violence.  The problem of rehabilitating many gang members is that they enter the 
gang as a child and want to leave as an adult- having spent a large portion of their developing years in 
the gang or in prison. Many only know how to steal and kill because for so long that has been their 
world. Currently in El Salvador it is even difficult for a university graduate to find employment, even if a 
gang member goes through the rehabilitation process and feels a new man/woman, he/she still has to 
be accepted back into the community. (Savenije, 2007) 

One important question to ask is who is benefiting from gang rehabilitation programs in El Salvador? A 
major factor to consider is the fact that gang rehabilitation programs, for the most part, are benefiting 
only youth. Most programs operating in El Salvador have criteria for ingression:  You must be between 
the ages of 12-30 (various NGO program interviews, 2008).This is due to the amount of funding directed 
towards youth, and the juvenile penal system which sponsors many projects for rehabilitating convicted 
youth. The majority of the beneficiaries are men even thought the majority of victims of gang violence 
are women and final selection criteria for participants is limited to certain regions and has to be 
voluntary. Programs in tertiary prevention (rehabilitation) have the strictest criteria. One example is 
Poligono Don Bosco Industrial in MS 13 Zone, whose requirements are as follows: One cannot have 
tattoos, must not be attached to any family obligation (no wife, girlfriend or children allowed), must 
know how to read and write, and must have some available funds (Interview, Morataya: 2008).These 
types of criteria are there to decrease the potential for leaving the program, but make it harder to join. 
There are also the obstacles for the facilitators who have to overcome their fears and cross into fragile 
territory to work with gang populations. There is a solidarity and protection felt in gang zones that is 
based on a set of codes of conduct and expectations. The problem remains that these codes are 
operating at a level of violence, for economic or social motives, that propagates the repression and 
stigmatization of these communities and their members; active gang member or not. People wishing to 
work with these communities have to overcome a huge fear in the first place that they are putting 
themselves at risk. All aforementioned obstacles point to the reasons why the challenges and 
deficiencies in gang rehabilitation currently outweigh the successes. However, gang rehabilitation is a 
relatively emerging field and continues to evolve through analysing the successful elements of 
programs.  
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OVERCOMING OBSTACLES: A CROSS SECTOR REVIEW OF APPROACHES TO GANG 
REHABILITATION IN NGO’S, THE CHURCH AND IN THE GOVERNMENT OF EL SALVADOR. 

Rehabilitating gang members is a dynamic and multi-faceted process. Different gang members wishing 
to rehabilitate are in need of varying types of treatment depending on a number of factors.  Approaches 
to gang rehabilitation therefore vary across the board depending of what needs have to be met. Drug 
and alcohol rehabilitation is often a primary stage for those addicted to substances.  Psychological 
counselling is almost always necessary to help rework the identity of an active gang member; Gang 
members must relearn to function in society in a non-violent manner and socialise with non-gang 
members. This is essential to the re-integration stage and is the most challenging ongoing process. With 
the average age to join a gang being currently eleven years old (Interview Luz Santos de Escobar, 2008), 
the reality is that most gang members are growing up in gangs and do not know another way to live. 
They are conditioned to be violent and aggressive. Patterns of aggressive behaviour have to be 
reworked and the psyche has to re-develop.  Ana Gladis Pachaco is the resident psychologist at La 
Granja Escuela or ‘gang farm school’ in Sonsonate which was one of my focused case studies during field 
research. She is an expert on the psychology of gang rehabilitation, working hands- on with participants 
in the 24hr/day, five day/week program.  When interviewed she offered the following breakdown of her 
work:  

We are working to change the inner self of each participant. We are working with rebuilding their identity 
through aiding them to overcome the fear of getting to know the inner self. Many have been abused and 
are also in a pattern of abusing. The best and most important part of their personality that we work with is 
their weaknesses, their vulnerability. Only once they allow themselves to become vulnerable can we use 
that as an avenue to looking into the past and remembering. Through reconstructing their memory and 
admitting who they have been, we can reconstruct identity and learn from the past. This sensitivity plays 
conduit to the ‘reconocimiento de la vida.’ On the weekends they leave here fulfilled and complete again, 
and then when they visit family and friends on the weekends there is almost always a regression into old 
habits, drugs, abusive patterns etc and when they arrive on Monday again they have to leave all that at 
the gate and start over again. By the end of the nine months a lot of the participants realize that they have 
to separate themselves from certain people in their lives who have a negative influence on their progress. 
Here we believe that these participants have to take care of themselves and their children first before they 
can take care of others or change/lead by example. The most important thing is that they become strong 
in themselves. During this program we provide each participant with their basic needs. Rehabilitation for 
us means taking the participant out of their environment and placing them in a new one, with no drugs, no 
late nights and no involvement with the gang. In order to participate in this program it is necessary for 
each woman to gain permission from her gang to leave. We work on their relationship with their children. 
They have to learn not to be violent and be more patient. We work on their self image and their way they 
perceive themselves. 

Here Pachaco is showing us that the rehabilitation of gang members is a transformative process that 
starts from within. It is not only important to restructure a new life path but also to acknowledge one’s 
past actions and self-reconcile or forgive. Once one’s place in the past has been recognized then 
progress to a new inner place can be taken. Once some fundamental psychological inner groundwork 
has been covered and the individual is beginning to transform from within, the gang member then has 
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to develop the independence needed from his/her gang. This means creating a new community of 
emotional/social ties and practical training so that the individual can cease to be financially dependent 
on their gang community. Ie. Vocational training, sustainable self employment plans, realistic goal 
setting, socialization activities, practical skills training, health and wellbeing (ie nutrition, fitness, daily 
schedules) management. This stage of rehabilitation through reintegration can be problematic for those 
people who were born into a gang family or whose family became gang members. It is essential for the 
rehabilitating gang member to distance oneself from his/her past gang life and those who come from a 
gang family often find the family is what makes them fall back into past cycles. One participant at the 
gang farm school (to be covered in the following chapter) told me that her family, who are all MS13 
members, kept urging her to leave her rehabilitation program and that they were angry at her efforts 
because it meant that she was ‘leaving them behind.’ It is commonly seen that a successfully 
rehabilitated gang member has to cut ties to the past gang in order to start a new life. Maintaining 
openness, even with family members, when it comes to gangs sometimes just is not realistic. For this 
reason, rehabilitating gang members are desperately seeking new communities into which they can 
reintegrate free of stigma and without being held to their past.  Community approach are being 
employed by most programs whereby mentors are used to motivate current participants (former gang 
members who have already successfully rehabilitated, and also the use of family (if they are non-gang 
members or supportive gang members) and lastly involving the whole community so that those 
surrounding the participant can be educated about his/her process and decide if intentions to 
rehabilitate are valid and sincere.  

There are many different stages involved in rehabilitating gang members (see Annex 3) and I observed 
that different approaches would vary from program to program, depending also on the sector. To 
facilitate a broader understanding of these approaches it is essential to review some principle sectors in 
El Salvadoran, namely church, government and the private sector (NGOs), and deconstruct current 
initiatives in a cross-sector comparison: 

CHURCH 

There are many organizations that are church based in El Salvador, normally either with the Catholic 
Church or the Evangelist Church however these types of programs technically still fall under the category 
of NGO as locally funded initiatives.  These are organizations that normally make human ‘wholeness’ 
and spiritual morality a central element. They include diverse project areas such as work capacity, 
recreation, education, rehabilitation, drug and alcohol detoxification, and spiritual and human 
development. The church’s psychological approach to gang rehabilitation includes reducing anger and 
violence and helping members convert so that feel a belonging to a new entity and need not relapse. 
The power of spirituality and the deepness of meaning belonging to the church provides for lost people 
has meant that often church based projects have an upper hand in the successful treatment and 
reintegration of gang members. This is shown in the lack of relapse of participants (Pena interview, 
2008). Because El Salvador is a country already deeply rooted in Catholic tradition, those who leave the 
gang for God are more returning home rather than being ‘born again’ or becoming ‘found.’ 
Psychologically, the church uses these bonds to the religious community and the individual’s childhood 
or innocence to overcome new bad habits and violent tendencies. The church also provides the 
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unconditional acceptance and forgiveness needed for participants to progress. To better understand the 
work of rehabilitating gang youth from a spiritual and religious perspective I decided to interview Pastor 
Julio Pena and Carlos Rivas on their personal experience working with gang members. The following 
provides a look into the methodology of church-based gang rehabilitation through the testimony Pastor 
Julio Pena: 

In our programs we try to attend to scholarly development, vocational formation, psychological attention, 
spiritual attention, integral health, social integration, sports and the monitoring of free time. We have to 
identify, round up and form close working relationships with youth at risk that have been estranged by 
their community, their families, who do not see them in a good way. We then make sure that they are 
included. This is the first part. The second stage is based on the psychological and spiritual work done with 
this type of population group. We form ‘celulas’ or groups in the areas where they live, where for one hour 
per week we share together the word of God, we speak and we share.. .We cry with them or ask them 
what are their petitions or necessities that they would like to present to God. We cry and pray for those 
necessities together. Also if someone needs spiritual guidance because they are feeling depressed, or 
feeling bad, we do that in those groups and we go from there to the point where we start to bring them to 
the church. .. We take them to religious services and they start to realize that they are part of a 
community, that they are not being rejected anymore and that they are being received well by the people 
around them. Even if they have scars all over their faces and tattoos the church always receives them with 
love, and they start to feel like this is a place where they have the opportunity to be different.  

The first thing that we have to look at is that these youth have committed lots of errors in life: Robbery, 
assassinations, extortions, all types of things, so the first thing that they have lost in the face of society is 
the values that they themselves had. They no longer feel valued if not feeling that they no longer hold 
values. For this reason they join gangs and continue to act as delinquents because they no longer feel 
valuable in society. This is the first thing that we address in our retreat, we teach them that God is 
providing an opportunity for them, despite all the bad things that they have done. As the Gospel of John 
says in the word in Chapter 3: Verse 16: (John 3:16) “For God loved the world that he gave his only son 
that whoever believed in Him should not perish but have everlasting life.” This word of God is very 
important because it demonstrates that the love of God covers whatever fault we might have committed. 
The second most important thing is that there must not exist in them in any form a kind of guilt. Society is 
always talking about guilt and enforcing that these youth must feel guilty. We believe that guilt is 
something that just limits these youth. Because many times the guilt that you hold from a past bad action 
doesn’t allow you to see that you can be different in the future. Guilt forces you to always live with your 
past and not with the change that you have the power to generate. The changes that could make you 
move forward with your life. In that sense guilt is simply holding these people back. There are many cases 
of youth that have been delinquents, that had the opportunity to rehabilitate and reinsert themselves into 
society, but this guilt with them is often recycled and they are caught in cycles, patterns of behaviour, and 
they feel that they can never change and that no one will ever accept them as changed because of that 
guilt. In the prison system and with current repressive policies, enforcing guilt is believed to be an effective 
way of treating these youth...It would be great if yes, they have to pay for their crime, but that there could 
be an opportunity for them to change from prison. In reality there are really few of these programs 
operative. The law serves to provide these rights but they are lacking in practice. For example, one man 
was in prison for thirty years and when he was released he couldn’t work anywhere because he never had 
the opportunity while in jail to develop his vocational skills. Society has always treated gang members like 
they are a ‘vasura’, like they are trash. It’s also important to mention that a few years ago there were even 
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death squads precisely for exterminating gang members; They killed gang members because they were 
disturbing the peace in society. Yes, society was afraid of gangs but we also have to think also about the 
fear that society has installed back in our gangs. They want to feel that they have value and that they 
represent something. They don’t want to feel like ‘vasura’ and so they assert themselves. When 
rehabilitating gang youth you first have to look at two important facts: 1) That everyone is looking to be 
accepted. 2) Many people are lacking the love from others in life that they need. If you accept somebody 
for who they are then that person is going to feel good. This is how gangs exist and function in the first 
place for these people. Because the gang accepts them as they are, if they are fat, if they are skinny, if they 
only have one eye, they don’t have an arm so in that light it is the fault of our society for not accepting 
these people as they were. Society is always making divisions, based on how you dress, how you appear, 
how you smell, where you studied, how you speak, they way in which you carry yourself, therefore all of 
this means that people are constantly searching for a place where they can be accepted. In the church we 
have one thing that is clear: That we are all children of God and that you have to accept people how they 
come, with all their defects and faults, and that in whatever moment a person can change with the love of 
God. One of the biggest problems here in El Salvador causing youth to ingress in gangs is family 
disintegration. When the family disintegrates, there is a void of love, because often the parents have left 
for the US, for work opportunity or have simply abandoned their children for whatever opportunity. In that 
case what really is left for their children? 

The testimony of father Pena is demonstrating how the church’s approach to working with gang 
members is so inclusive, loving and engrossing whereby the psycho-spiritual development of each 
participant build self esteem and a sense of belonging, becoming a solid foundation for future inner-
work and further personal changes.  Some view the church as taking advantage of these gang member’s 
weaknesses to increase their numbers of converts (informal conversation) but lawyer Lic. Eliseo Asencio 
who has been working with gang members for the past fifteen years and is a devout Catholic is opposed 
to such claims and defends the intensity church based approaches by stating:  

The church is oftentimes the only working body willing to be there for gang members at every 
stage of their rehabilitation. Other programs have their limitation, the workers are tired or they 
want their holidays, whereas the church has always worked from a very selfless and hands on 
approach with people rejected by the rest of society (Eliseo Esencio interview, 2008).  

There are many organizations that are church based in El Salvador, normally either with the Catholic 
church or the Evangelists, however these types of programs technically still fall under the category of 
NGO as locally funded initiatives.  These are organizations that normally make human ‘wholeness’ and 
spiritual morality a central element. They include diverse project areas such as work capacity, 
recreation, education, rehabilitation, drug and alcohol detoxification, and spiritual and human 
development. El Salvador has a long history of the church being involved in social work and left wing 
movements, helping the poor for which they have been persecuted in the past. The most famous icon of 
this movement is the martyr Priest Monsenor Romero, who was assassinated (shot in the heart) by the 
government of El Salvador while giving mass in his church in 1982. Since the signing of the Peace accords 
the church has regained rights to do social work amongst the poor and marginalized groups in society. 
They have had the strongest power in converting gang members in the country because El Salvador is 
country with a deeply rooted tradition in Catholic or Christian belief. The church teaches children the 
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value of money. They teach youth to be a good man/woman, to have dignity, to earn his/her own 
money. They look to change the morals and spirituality of the individual. Prevention that is church based 
is therefore centered on teaching youth the consequences of involving themselves in gang activity and 
providing alternatives.  These people believe that the doctrine of Christ is the only way to change. The 
Church is the most active and has been the most successful in completely transforming or completely 
rehabilitating gang members, for they do not ask permission from the gang and rehabilitation is whole is 
successful. The church believes that violence itself is a spirit (Asencio interview, 2008).The system is 
corrupt and is creating these bad spirits and youth have to learn to separate themselves from the 
tendency to violence. Hunger and want grabs people and changes them. The church reprograms their 
mentality so that the gang no longer means anything to them, only God. In this way they change their 
identity and attitude to be honest, hardworking, lead a simple life staying out of trouble and learn to live 
with less. People often asked me, “...but once a gang member is rehabilitated then what is next? Where 
do they go?” (Informal conversation, 2008).The church provides extensive community support for 
former gang members or a new place of belonging on a permanent basis that is often the foundation for 
successful and long term reintegration. 

NGO 

 NGOs provide sometime only temporary solutions because of being supported by private and external 
sources who demand a proof of marked successes from their NGOs in a sometimes unrealistic 
timeframe.  The sustainability of NGOs due to poor monitoring and evaluation can be questionable at 
times.  According to the Arias Foundation (1995), NGOs have become a massive phenomenon in El 
Salvador, beginning in 70s due to the decentralization of the State and increasing citizen participation 
based on models of human rights. These NGO are founded on the right to association which is formed as 
part of the rights and guarantees of the individual, which, are consecrated in article 7 of the Constitution 
de la Republica: Article seven:  

Residents of El Salvador have the right to associate themselves freely and to gather peacefully 
without arms for whatever legal objective. Nobody can be forced to join an organization. One 
cannot limit or impede a person from practicing any legal activity, for the fact that they do not 
belong to an organization.   

The name NGO was created by the United Nations to design social structures separate from the State 
apparatus. The majority of NGOs in El Salvador formed during the civil war in response for a need for 
health, education and production caused by the armed conflict; other NGOs responded and attended to 
the violation of human rights, which were common at that time. The current job of NGOs in El Salvador 
has been to focus on filling the holes in governance that exist, and provide attention to those groups 
excluded by society, to close the gap between public policy and the groups that are being directed, and 
the provision of space to bind different actors with the end goal of attending to current conflicts in the 
search for consensus and agreement. The boom of these NGOs has brought challenges such as the lack 
of planning, deficiencies in coordination and the absence of a system of self evaluation. It is problematic 
because there are many different types of groups working with the same group of beneficiaries, in the 
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same area, but each working with their own methods, their own focus, without putting an effort into 
even the minimum communication between one another.  

The theme of youth violence has occupied, since the armed conflict, an important place in the agendas 
of many EL Salvadoran NGOs. In 2006-2007 there were an estimated 134 NGOs operating on this theme. 
NGOs have not been able to elaborate based on a factual analysis of the problem, they are treating 
symptoms, but are suffering from huge deficits in funding and the majority do not have the possibility to 
define their impact. Most interviews with NGOs display that different interventions have not been able 
to attend to the complexity of the phenomenon of youth violence. There are only a handful of NGOs 
operating in El Salvador currently with Tertiary Prevention (rehabilitation of active gang members). Two 
projects that I will be working with are Homies Unidos and MOJE. 

One of the two NGOs that I looked at in depth in my research was the internationally based Homies 
Unidos, working with gang members in both the United States and El Salvador. Homies Unidos was 
founded by gang members in LA from Crazy Riders gang-came before MS13 and 18th street.  Homies 
grew as an organisation primarily in Los Angeles as a response to the growing number of El Salvadoran 
gang members in LA during the armed conflict (marginalized migrant communities) and the later 
deportations during the US’s political ‘war on drugs’ whereby one strike and you are out immigration 
policies sent thousands of gang members with criminal records back to El Salvador. Homies in San 
Salvador developed in response to those gang members returning home, often empty handed and with 
no one to run to by their gang of origin in the US. Homies wanted to provide alternative avenues for 
those and current gang members wishing to leave their gang with permission. 

For internally directed initiatives created by and for gang members such as Homies Unidos, the main 
problem remains that they are constantly failing to gain the popular support and trust of common 
society. Homies Unidos is a fragile institution, characterized by a lot of internal shifting due to the 
vulnerability of its members. It is formed by and run for ex-gang members. They have not been able to 
benefit from sufficient confidence and support of other organizations and civil society. Offering a space 
and opportunity for participants with services in the area of art, culture, sports and recreation, 
education and human development, Homies has to overcome negative stigmas and stereotypes of its 
members for the fact that they have been involved in gangs. Edgar Remires is the educational 
programming director for the San Salvadoran branch of the Los Angeles based NGO Homies Unidos and 
a former LA gang member himself. At Homies they work to rehabilitate their gang members using many 
medical and psychological services including health clinics, HIV prevention workshops, safe sex 
education, pregnancy testing and peer counselling. Small business training, technical scholarships for 
computer training, cosmetology, electrician, carpentry, high school diploma completion programs, 
placing participants in gang neutral schools, job search services and free legal/human rights aid(Remires 
interview, 2008). 
Mr. Remires doesn’t think that gang members today should be sensationalized and repressed so 
forcefully considering that gang have existed mostly in the US since the 1930’s and 1940’s stating: 

People need to recognize the ability of the individual to change his/her mentality in a positive manner. In 
this regard we fight for the rights of youth and gang youth, regardless of what gang they are from. 
Because our participants are former gang members, the government sees us as an organized crime group. 
They still continue to hold us all the life that we led in the past. For this reason we are more acknowledged 
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as an organization internationally rather than nationally. We now have lawyers and international human 
rights specialists working to defend us on these issues. For example we had one program participant years 
ago, a woman who went through the rehabilitation process, decided to calmarse and whom we then gave 
a five year university scholarship to become a nurse. At the end of her training she was unable to be hired 
anywhere because of her past involvement with a gang and to this day she still has been unable to work as 
a nurse. She graduated with excellent marks and removed her tattoos however is continually being held to 
her past. The problem with youth and unemployment is that youth have to have a minimum 3 years work 
experience to get their first job (go figure!) and then make a minimum of $170.00/month salary which is 
not a lot to live off of in a dollarized country like El Salvador. Another problem is that the government 
wants immediate results.  Economic crisis as part of a globalized world: People in general in El Salvador 
are living in debt: We are spending like North Americans and yet still earning like El Salvadorans. Youth are 
trying to catch up with consumerism. We are suffering because we can’t afford it as a lifestyle like other 
countries and so youth have to get what they are being conditioned to need in any ways possible. They 
want the best cell phone, the best clothes and the best car etc. Gang members realistically are selling small 
amounts of these drugs on the local market as opposed to the huge portion by narco traficantes (drug 
traffickers). Jail for these types of gang members is just a ticking time bomb more than anything. Inside 
the jails gangs strengthen and grow. Members from opposite corners of the country meet in jail and build 
stronger cross country networks. It is in jail that the gangs have developed the most. Rehabilitation is a 
more effective but costly path to minimizing gang violence. The defining factor in assessing if a member 
has rehabilitated is maturity. No matter what we continue to be a gang member in our hearts, but it is our 

actions that change.  

This is a testament of Remires’ frustration, shared by many others working in the field of gang 
rehabilitation about the stigmatization which rehabilitating gang members and programs suffer from.  
Remires and Homies have been proactive in working with these stigmas so that participants can get the 
most out of their rehabilitative work. Homies is now investing more time and spending in micro-
financing small enterprises run by participants currently operating three bakeries, two hamburger 
stands and a cosmetology school all run by former gang members.  Homies also acknowledges the fact 
that not everybody wants to run their own business and continues to help participants study in various 
programs under scholarship providing legal assistance and backing during the hiring phase.  

MOJE is another NGO that I had the opportunity to observe. The decade old NGO is situated in a small El 
Salvadoran town called Ilobasco, famous for its artisan work in pottery and wood. There is unfortunately 
more than meets the eye in this unassuming, picturesque and quaint traditional town: Gang violence 
per capita in Ilobasco is one of the highest in the country. In 1998 alone, 30 youth were killed in Ilobasco 
because of gang violence. In the majority of these crimes the perpetrators were adults and 90% of the 
victims were minors meaning under the age of eighteen (Voices; 1999). Both the 18th street gang and 
the MS 13 operate in Ilobasco that are armed with rocks, knives, grenades, and firearms. The PNC has 
had a difficult time in guaranteeing public security in this area. It is their job to simply arrest and 
interrogate delinquents. They have also reportedly been known to capture and beat youth because they 
look like a gang member or have tattoos. Oftentimes the police are the only form of adult contact that 
these youth have and they learn that violence is a form of dealing with conflict. Between the police and 
the gangs, violence has become their common language. MOJE was initiated sort of informally in 1997, 
inspired by the increasing death of youth in Ilobasco, due to gang violence and post war delinquency. A 
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priest called Padre Juan Francisco Molina, along with some parents of estranged delinquent children 
decided to form a working social work group that would use the power of the Church to transform 
affected youth. They were of a walk in and rehabilitation centre and worked to get children off the 
streets. The authorities (PNC) were not impressed by the work of Padre Juan because of the dangerous 
and stigmatized groups he was working with and they did not grant him the authority to operate his 
work groups anywhere. In his groups he looked at how to help these youth in a program called ‘human 
development’ where they completed workshops to build their self esteem, organized recreational 
activities, learnt values and morality. His strategy was to organize the participants into groups of mini 
gangs and then have them work together. The PNC captured this group proclaiming their work illegal in 
1999. In 2000 they sought the help of international groups to defend their rights to existence and 
operation. They worked with Fundacion Pestalosi and the BCA (Banco de Centro America) to reinsert 
youth into productive activities. With the help of these international organisations they were able to 
gain the rights to operate as an official NGO.  MOJE developed as a project designed to teach youth the 
skills to produce marketable art and aid them in commercializing it to clients. There are now more than 
12 micro finance businesses operating in Ilobasco, run by past participants. Program participants are 
youth between the ages of 16 and 30 who have a desire and permission to reinsert themselves into 
society via an alternative program. They work on job development and make a business plan/ learn how 
to manage their business. The program has a library, cafeteria, school room, conference room, the 
workshops including clay making, clay spinning and firing, ceramic and wood painting, woodwork, and 
metalwork, and two stores on site and one in town that sells the work of participants (Interview Jaime-
Director of MOJE, 2008). 

 At any given time MOJE has more than 50 participants in its clay, wood and metal workshops. It 
also carries out recreational activities for participants. MOJE has been producing successfully 
rehabilitated gang members since its inception and many claim that it is the integral approach of the 
program that makes it so successful. Participants transform psychologically through the daily use of 
artistic medium, are trained professionally to create high quality artisan goods and live on or near the 
centre for full integration. MOJE also provides the financial support, small business training and aid in 
loan requests needed for participants to start their own independence. The stories of successful 
participants will be covered in the final chapter on mentors and survival.  

GOVERNEMENT: Policies, the Gang Farm Project, Prison Programs and the Police. 

Currently administered by the government of El Salvador, Plan Mano Amiga and Mano Extendida or 
‘Plan Helping Hand’ are policies that are focused on the prevention of youth at risk becoming re-
involved in violence. This plan is based on the ‘Policy of Violence Prevention’ which resulted from 
roundtable discussions called by the Ministry of Governance. The policy was designed to be included in 
both the National Youth Plan and in the Proposal for Youth Development to be implemented by the 
Supreme Court of Justice.  Helping Hand (2005-2015) includes the four areas of autonomy of youth, 
youth wellbeing, development of youth as citizens and creative support.  Each one of these areas has 
the help of certain private and public institutions. The government is spending more than one million US 
dollars on the implementation of programs of prevention in municipalities with the most youth at risk 
with the help of the European Union. ‘Helping Hand’ is an incentive aimed at those youth convicted of 
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violent crime, and which is designed to promote rehabilitation gang programs including reintegration 
into society for youth who have demonstrated that they have abandoned or wish to abandon their gang. 
At the government level these programs of rehabilitation and reinsertion are carried out by the CNSP. 
Included is the ‘Department of Rehabilitation and Reinsertion’ (CNSP interview,2008) which since 2005 
has been using integral attention to develop a four pronged model of areas of action: Territorial or 
mobile with active gang members, Programs in Penitentiary centers, Model of Voluntary internment (La 
Granja Escuela) and Tattoo Removal Programs (Adios Tatuajes).  Programs from the CNSP incorporate 
vocational formation, integral health attention, education, sports, arts and culture (Linneo- Selitzer 
interview, 2008).  

An important project in accordance with but independent from the CNSP is Proyecto Projovenes or 
‘Project Pro-Youth’, which is a now government initiative that has evolved over the past ten years from a 
Swedish NGO Tierra del Homdre de Suecia and that has a budget of sixteen million US dollars, seventy 
two percent of which is supported by the European Commission, and twenty- eight percent from the El 
Salvadoran government benefiting more than fifty thousand youth participants.  Pro-Youth is the result 
of collaborations between the Government of El Salvador and the EU for a period of five years, until the 
elections in March 2008 and is directed and monitored by the CNSP. Its mission is to generate, augment 
and improve opportunities for integral development for children and youth in the Area Metropolitana 
de San Salvador (AMSS) or San Salvador Greater Metropolitan Area, who are in high risk situations. The 
objective of the program is to reduce juvenile violence and delinquency, improving citizen security. 
Project Pro-Youth is divided into six different areas:  Community organization, leadership in action, 
sports as prevention, opportunity/self- employment, rehabilitation and reinsertion and art and culture 

For the area of gang rehabilitation and reinsertion, Pro-Youth uses a multi-disciplinary and inter-
institutional approach. These include projects carried out in the Penal Centres, with the Juvenile Justice 
court, and other beneficial rehabilitative services. Gang members, as stated in the penitentiary code, 
just as any other inmate, have the legal right to access gang rehabilitation programs while serving time 
in prisons. Judge Aida Luz Santos de Escobar saw this as essential to the progress of interned gang 
members and for improving any changes of not relapsing back into their gang once free again. The 
unfortunately reality is that most prisons are over capacity and rehabilitation programs are underfunded 
yet in high demand.   

Work within prison shall not be different in character than that of work in freedom. All the rights 
written in the labour legislation will be applicable in penitentiary centers, none of which will 
come in contrary with the norm of the present law. Work within prisons in El Salvador is designed 
to do three things: 1) To maintain or improve the formation, creation or conservation of work 
habits of the intern in favour of increasing opportunities for the individual for the time of 
reinsertion into their life of freedom.2) To rehabilitate the intern through developing his/her 
capacities through a diverse number of labour activities and 3) To provide economic training 
courses to the interns. (Supreme Court legislation of El Salvador Penitentiary Law. Article 
105/106, 2007)    
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I volunteered in Sensuntepeque Penitentiary with gang rehabilitation specialist Milton Vega who works 
for Pro-Youth and who visits numerous prisons and gang zone communities. I had the great opportunity 
to be able to participate in a full cycle rehabilitation program with one cohort of women in 
Sensuntepeque jail, carried out over a six week period. Vega has an ability to relate to gang members 
and has been working amongst them since readjusting from the war. He is a firm believer that the war 
and a corrupt system are the core contributing factors to gangs in El Salvador. After doing some jail time 
in his youth during a hard transition time from being a FMLN guerrilla fighter to post war citizen, Vega 
himself was rehabilitated and started working as a youth/social worker with violent at risk groups. 
During his time working in the field of gang rehabilitation for the past fifteen years he has watched the 
gang epidemic in San Salvador escalate. He believes in the humane and rehabilitative treatment of gang 
youth and feels that the government should allocate more time and spending towards creating a 
national plan/vision for gang youth rehabilitation.  Over the past ten years he has been developing his 
own strategies and formula for working with this highly risky and violent population group. Milton’s 
strategy that we worked with in Sensuntepeque jail is based on completing six stages or ‘pasos’ of 
rehabilitative work (Annex 4 and 5). In his activities he works to transform the inner psychological make-
up of gang members through reconciling with one’s past, forgiving oneself, creating a new projected life 
line and generating self confidence through social activities. Vega loves his work but admits that there is 
not a day when he doesn’t feel scared for his own personal security on the job. He has taken years to 
gain the respect and trust of both sides of gang communities. They all know who he is and respect his 
work. He always asks permission, treats them like individuals and works alongside them on projects. 
Milton is constantly working at bridging the communication gap between the government and gang 
communities. In 2005 he held a conference with the MS13, the media and government representatives 
which was groundbreaking in establishing an initial communication between the MS13 as they 
presented their mission and pleas to the government in a formal statement read by more than seven 
representatives (Annex 6).Vega’s work is an exemplary demonstration of the positive benefits of 
working peacefully with gang members in co-operation rather than with antagonism.  

The most important value of the Pro-Youth project are the amount of people being trained as gang 
rehabilitation and violence prevention specialists that will go on to hold permanent positions in their 
respective communities. These projects teach youth that they are valuable and talented and that they 
should not be persuaded towards drugs or violence. The youth of El Salvador are the people who have 
the power to make the country more dynamic and developed. Pro-Youth has multiplied in vision and 
operation with the help of the EU and is now also focused on the implementation of policies of 
prevention and rehabilitation.  

Another government-run gang rehabilitation case study is the ‘Gang Farm’ or La Granja Escuela in Izalco, 
Sonsonate. A part of the Department of Reinsertion and Rehabilitation, the CNSP has invested more 
than three hundred thousand US dollars in this permanent Monday to Friday six- month youth working 
program (Varela interview, 2008). The gang participants cultivate roses and rear chicks combining 
practical skills with business and self employment training. This project in Sonsonate was started in 2005 
and criteria for ingression include being between the ages of sixteen to twenty-five and voluntarily 
wishing to abandon one’s gang. For this program it is not a requirement to have asked permission to 
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leave one’s gang as the farm school is in the middle of nowhere down a dirt road and basically a retreat.  
At the gang farm school they are aiming for an authentic social reinsertion project, during which stage 
they isolate a youth from his/her community and from those factors that put them at risk and would 
cause them to relapse into violence, but without having created the necessary support from the 
community.  

 Marlon Figueroa, La Granja director, stated to me that change in rehabilitating gang members has to 
enter into the mind until it arrives to the heart. It is a change in lifestyle but not only that also it is about 
finding a new way/ form of supporting their life. The desire for that change has to come from within. He 
claims that to understand the rehabilitative process you have to look at the motives for the individual to 
change in that participants have to become comfortable after the process with who they have become. 
In La Granja we work at ‘conviviencia’ or interaction. Participants have to learn to wear clean clothes, 
get up early in the morning, eat healthy food, participate in social interaction and pray to God as a 
spiritual element. Many of these gang members have only ever lived with their families, some of which 
are also gang members. They have to learn how to live collectively as part of the program. This program 
acts as an important segue way that is needed between gang life and reintegration into society. One 
challenge is that is that they can’t always change to lives of those who live around them. At La Granja 
they work at creating self confidence, recuperating memory and owning past actions to learn from 
them, developing priorities, making a life plan and constant self evaluation.  Criteria for participants is 
you have to be between the ages of 18-30, you have to have permission from your gang to leave, you 
have to WANT to change for the better, you have to really be a gang members, and you have to be living 
in the poverty margin. There are 13 women currently involved in the program which has a capacity for 
20 and 17 children of those participants. The age range of the participant’s children is from 3 months old 
to 14 years.  La Granja also has its own tattoo removal program. Overall participants have to accept 
discipline, accept work chores, lower their levels of aggressiveness, and are constantly monitored and 
evaluated on their progress and pitfalls to ensure that they constantly work on their weak points. In 
vocational training, we are working on reinsertion into the labour sector, entrepreneurial and micro 
finance ventures, how to be a good employee, discipline, and there can be no drugs or alcohol. A 
summary of La Granja’s approach to gang rehabilitation is as follows (Figueroa interview, 2008): 

• Small business training 
• Good employee etiquette training 
• Discipline 
• No drugs/alcohol 
• Proper treatment of children-Teaching that children are their responsibility, their family, their 

future, the future of the country and a reflection of their parents 
• Spirituality 
• Self esteem building 
• Remove themselves from gang community 

 
As a final component of government initiatives I also interviewed El Salvador’s national police or the PNC 
who are infamous for enacting the repressive policies of Mano Dura to control the gang situation with 
questionable force. The PNC, in the division of youth and family, have created committees for the 
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prevention of violence in the 24 municipalities that are responsible for 60% of the violence in the 
country. These are coordinated by Prevention Officials that operate at the local level and on a policy 
level are lobbying for the local systems of protection in the area of rehabilitation. The PNC is working 
with various educational institutions and NGOs, and the church including the Ministerio Cristiano Policial 
or Christian Police Council as a spiritual component. The PNC is working in violence prevention however 
is not working specifically in the area of gang rehabilitation with active gang members. Their main work 
with active gang is to arrest and interrogate them for delinquency. As one police officer told me, “The 
part of rehabilitating gang members is not our department” (PNC interview, 2008). 

COMMON OBSERVED INGREDIENTS FOR SUCCESSFUL GANG REHABILITION: EXEMPLARY 
PROGRAMS AND SUCCESS STORIES 

The following is a transcription of four testimonies from successfully rehabilitated gang members that I 
interviewed and an analysis of what can be learnt from their successes: 

 Photo of Jose Ramiro at La Granja. Alison Yule 2008. 

Jose Ramiro works for Project Pro-Youth at the Gang Farm School and is a former 18th street gang 
member. He spoke with me about his experience getting both in and out of his gang: 

I am Jose Ramiro and I used to be with the 18th street gang. I am 27 years old and now I work as a site 
maintenance operator at La Granja. I was part of the first cohort of participants back in 2004. I was with 
the 18th street gang for six years until 1995 when some people from the church helped me leave. I was 
really lucky because back then the 18th street gang respected more the need to calmarse for becoming 
Christian. Now they don’t let their members go that easily. I was also lucky because I had to cross through 
a MS13 zone everyday to get to my church, and although I was a part of their enemy gang, a couple 
members in their gang empathized with me and let me pass their territory every day. Both gangs granted 
me permission on one basic agreement: That if I ever messed around with God, or say, didn’t take my 
spirituality seriously, then that would be the end right there and they would kill me. So I went and prayed 
every day. That was where I met my wife and when our child was born everything changed. I no longer 
was living for myself, I started to live for my family and I wanted to do everything so that they could have a 
good life, you know. I have been out of gang life now for 8 years, thanks to God. The gang will always be a 
part of me, you know, because I have killed and I had robbed and done some messed up shit. But that is all 
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behind me now. Now all that matters is God and my family. I am going to teach my children about God, I 
am already bringing my son to church, and I know if he is a good Christian he will never become a gang 
members someday like I did. Being a gang member wasn’t about being poor. I was real social as a 
teenager. I loved hanging in the street with my friends and we used to walk and talk and I used to see the 
gangs in our neighbourhood all the time. It was curiosity more than anything that led me to them. I 
wanted to know what it was like to be a marero. To feel that...what was it?... the fame! When I 
approached them and told them I wanted to join, I had to have the crap beaten out of me by five other 
guys with sticks as my initiation rite. I didn’t have to kill anyone to join, naw all that came later. After that, 
it was all downhill, but it was too late you know because once you’re in the gang, they see you as in for 
life....like a blood brother.  I started taking drugs, well, sniffing glue in paper bags, I was high and fucked 
up all the time. Nothing mattered to me. I stopped caring about anything or anyone. I would just get 
messed up and then go out and do messed up things for the gang. It was a nightly thing to get high and 
then go rob or steal. We were all really angry, angry at ourselves, angry at our lives, angry at other people 
who weren’t in the gang. All that mattered was robbing and stealing to get shit and killing rival enemies. 
That made me aggressive and I would do anything when I was high. I had no morals, no conscience. All I 
can say is that it was like an ever downward spinning black hole and looking back I was so depressed and 
desperate. Then somebody saw that I needed to get out and they helped me. I know that God sent that 
person to me and that’s why I’m here today. By the time I came to the Granja I had pretty much already 
left the gang but I was still learning to live without them. I had to relearn everything all over again like a 
kid because gang life was all I had know as an adolescent. I am no longer in danger from the 18th street 
gang in the area where I grew up because every one of my homeboys from that time has been killed. The 
members that are there now are new, young and they don’t know who I am. I’ve had my tattoos removed 
and I’m with my family now. 

This is a living example of how the church works to transform the values gang members to deactivate 
them. While converting to the church, Ramiro depended on the gang rehabilitation program physically 
and psychologically to overcome unhealthy dependencies. The Farm School was able to help him in 
kicking his drug habit though 24hour monitoring and provide the vocational training needed for him feel 
capable and valuable. Both the church and the rehabilitation project have provided him with long term 
support: The program is now employing Ramiro and providing him good work experience and contacts 
so that he can continue to work and support his family. The church is a permanent community for 
Ramiro to belong to which has accepted him despite his past. In his religious community he is 
developing a spiritual ethic which he hopes will be passed down to his children so that they will not take 
the same path to gangs that he once did. 

       Interviewing Jose Ramiro. Alison Yule. 2008. 
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        Eva Bonilla showing before and after results of tattoo removal process. Photo by Alison Yule, 2008. 

Eva Bonilla. Program facilitator for Projovenes at the Gang Farm School and former MS13 gang 
member: 

I used to be a MS 13 gang member, but actually I guess technically I still am, according to them...to 
them...not to me. A lot of people say that they would never know it looking at me now. I was lucky, no 
actually it is thanks to God not luck. I am married and have two children now. Also thanks to God I have 
my family now and I love them so much. I left the gang on my own without permission because of a 
message from God. For myself, I believed that I didn’t need the permission from the gang because I was 
with God. He has helped me to change and to become the person that I am now.  My family also helped 
me leave the gang. I enrolled in La Granja program and was actually a participant in the first cohort of 
woman participants three years ago. During the program I started to see lots of changes in myself, mainly 
that I started to get more involved and I wanted to help other women suffering from the same life that I 
did. Look here you can see that I am still having my tattoos removed. On this arm you can barely see them 
because it was done so long ago and this arm they are still working on. Getting rid of my tattoos makes a 
big difference just because of the way other people look at you, you know, a lot of people know who I was 
but now I am living in a new area and I like when people don’t know. I now live in a gang neutral zone and 
I choose not to identify with or communicate with that much people from the old gang. They know I still 
love them and that I am here for them but they also know what I am doing and have become. I have my 
children now so they figure I have calmed down. I think some people also resent me now for my successes, 
thanks to God, and therefore I have to be careful. There are certain places I just can’t go to anymore or I 
could fall back. Being a gang member although will always remain a part of me. I am still considered to be 
a gang member. I started to work for ProJovenes last year as a program facilitator for La Granja and 
thanks to God and my family and the people here I love my work. It continues to be a sort of therapy and 
healing for me. I use my past experiences now to lead by example for new participants in the program. I 
want to show them that with the help of God anything can be possible. I really hope that the Granja, this 
school and program will be able to open up as two more schools in other sectors of the country. I want 
more youth to have the opportunity to rehabilitate in a full time program like I did. I feel that more people 
across the country need to have access to this type of help. I feel that the government is punishing youth 
caught up in gang violence too much rather than seeing them as human beings whose faults led them 
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down a wrong path. I think that there is a lack of money given to these types of programs and the 
government doesn’t believe in us enough because they want to see immediate results and a lot of people 
don’t trust us since we used to be involved in  gangs.  They have to let these youth grow and change their 
lives. 

Eva’s own experience points to the advantage of having family support and involvement during 
rehabilitation. The fact that she had children worked to her advantage in protecting her from being a 
victim of her former gang even though she did not ask permission to leave. For the MS13, the fact that 
she is now a mother validates her need to leave.   She also mentions still having a love for people in her 
former gang while at the same time having to disassociate from them. This is a reoccurring theme with 
rehabilitated gang members that their gang always remains a part of them. She also displays the mentor 
effect where a healing process occurs through becoming a teacher to new participants affirming new 
inner values and building self-confidence (Eva interview, 2008).Eva also talked about the stigmas she 
could have fallen victim to during reintegration and the importance of tattoo removal in programs.  

Rosario Hernandez. MOJE facilitator, mentor, business owner, former MOJE 
participant and former 18th street gang member. 

 

Rosario Hernandez showing jewellery from her microempresa ‘Semilla de mi Pueblo. ‘ Photo by Alison Yule. 2008. 

Rosario Hernandez is 27 years old and has been participating with MOJE for more than five years. Last 
year she received an award from the Secretary of Youth for her courageous recovery from gang life, for 
her work with MOJE and for her initiative in starting her own micro finance business. At the age of 11 
Rosario joined the MS13 gang. She was raped by another man in the gang and became pregnant at the 
age of 14. By the time she was 15 she had her daughter and wanted to leave the gang. She wanted to 
leave for her little girl. She stated that ‘God helped me see that who I had become was not good and I 
asked Him for a second chance.” She left her gang at age 15 but continued to live in a MS13 community 
taking care of her daughter. She fell in love with her husband who was an active gang member, they had 
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a baby together and a year after they married he was killed, leaving her a single mother of two children. 
She joined MOJE as part of that second chance in life, and to provide more opportunity for her family. 
She has been the principle painter at MOJE for the past five years and hope to become an instructor 
with them. During her time with MOJE she has set up her own micro finance business called ‘Seeds of 
my people or village’ which is a hand- made jewellery line all created from seeds typical to her region.  In 
2007 she received second place award in the ‘Concurso de Realizar Su Negocio’ or contest for starting 
one’s own business, sponsored by the Youth Secretariat (Rosario interview, 2008). Her personal 
testimony from our interview reads as follows: 

I had my tattoos removed and for that I am still being hunted. They want to kill me too because I have left 
the gang and removed my tattoos. They already killed my husband but thanks to God I am here at MOJE 
with my two children and alive today. People say that I have suffered a lot which is true but I try not to 
dwell in that anymore. I was raped when I was fifteen but I gained a beautiful daughter from that. They 
killed my husband but now I am stronger and I am working to help lots of women. For all the suffering I 
have immersed myself in productive and artistic activities. Painting was therapeutic because it distracts 
me so much- I no longer have to think about bad things when I am painting. It is very tranquil. There are 
no words. In the last year the gangs have become stricter with their rules and they are not letting 
members go very easily, at least in this area that I know. Of the 300 homeboys and girls I used to associate 
with only about 15 are still living. I want the government to understand that we can never help youth with 
repression. For a lot of the gang members in jail, becoming a Christian is the only option to change. I have 
found God and I am also the coordinator here of a woman’s group which I founded to discuss the 
discriminations that we feel. We are also in communication with the Fondo Centro Americana de Mujeres 
based in Nicaragua. We talk openly about abuse from men, from our husbands, about machismo and 
violence. All machismo is a form of mis-education. Men believe that they are the boss of the house. The 
problem is that a lot of women in El Salvador are awakening and men don’t like that here. Women in the 
past didn’t even know what violence was. Men made them dependant and many of the women I work 
with believe that if they say anything or upset their man then they will die of hunger. Our programs are 
working to overcome that type of dependency. I left the gang when I was just a little ‘bicha’ however I 
decided five years later to go to the police and report the man who raped me. They gave him a restraining 
order and he has since left me and our daughter alone. I believe that despite the risks anyone who wants 
to leave a gang can. Those people have to understand that there is more opportunity for them out there. 
It’s a risk either way. To stay or go. One is looking for death if they decide to remain in a gang. The biggest 
obstacles to rehabilitating those people are their own fears and the social discrimination they will face 
from society when they leave. I have tried to tell people in my community that I am no longer in the gang 
but they treat me the same. In that way some people just see it’s better to remain in the gang. Society 
itself is discouraging. Now at least my testimony serves to help me help other youth.  

For those who have left their gang without permission as Rosario did, the participant has to be willing to 
completely relocate and remove themselves from the former gang. Remaining in close proximity to the 
active gang for someone in her situation would have grave consequences. She spoke of the role of 
women in gangs and how being a woman in male-run gangs can create an additional set of challenges. 
In forming women’s groups while participating in her program Rosario was provided with a sense of 
empowerment through group support and sharing. She also states the reoccurring theme of 
stigmatization during the reintegration phase that has also led her to run her own business. The 
program at MOJE allowed her the artisan training and then the business training and support for her 
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business to be operating successfully. She also teacher at MOJE and continues to be a mentor letting 
everyone she meets know openly that she is a survivor. I was touched by her openness and willingness 
to share her life story with someone she had only just met but to her that is a form of activism and 
education for the future. 

 

 

     

Alfaro in his paint shop. Photo by A. Yule 2008                          Alfaro’s artisan shop. “Arfa Artesania” Photo by A. 
Yule 2008 

Business owner Jeovany de Jesus Alfaro used to be with the 18th street gang for six years and left his 
gang to rehabilitate in the MOJE program five years ago when it first began. He now owns two of his 
own businesses in downtown Ilobasco which I visited. One store sells the artwork he apprenticed to 
produce in MOJE during his time as a rehabilitating participant, as well as selling products of other 
current and past participants. His other business is a bustling commercial paint shop which can mix just 
about any color under the sun. He has more than four personnel working for him between the two 
businesses and has paid off his small business loan to the bank which he had for his rights to attain. The 
bank originally was not going to grant him a small business loan because of his history as an 18th street 
gang member. MOJE lobbied for his loan proposal and eventually he was granted the money five years 
ago. He is one of MOJE’s great success stories and has paved the way for many future participants by 
setting a good example with the local bank and with customers (the public). 

Both Alfaro and Rosario have goals to become successful as independent business owners. Alfa has far 
passed this goal and is indirectly helping the future of current participants by setting a good example in 
the community and disproving the stigmas held against rehabilitated gang members.  
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CONCLUSION  

Focus Group/ Participant Observation results 

Throughout research I have been able to draw some conclusions on the common elements included in 
successful gang rehabilitation programs. These conclusions are an amalgamation of suggestions and 
criticisms that were provided both by program participants and facilitators during volunteering, 
interviewing and general participant observation/ informal conversations. The same suggestions for 
future programming kept re-appearing and are listed as follows: 

• Job creation for youth 

• Micro financing for small business initiatives in poor gang zones 

• Family planning and sexual education 

• Drug/Alcohol rehabilitation clinics 

• Violence prevention programs in schools 

• Creation of more community and recreational spaces 

• International third party monitoring of El Salvadoran government spending 

• Crack down on the black market 

• Regulate fuel and food prices 

• Increase rehabilitation programs 

• Monitor the PNC and limit repressive policies of mano dura 

• Penitentiary policies that include rehabilitation for inmates 

• Provide more schools and teachers 

• Enforce human rights written in the constitution 

Throughout my research I interviewed more than a hundred key informants and although the programs 
visisted were very diverse, conclusions about ideas for future programming seemed to be consistent. 
This is why I was able to form a ‘list’ of suggestions. The following is a more detailed deconstruction of 
those ideas: 

 Overall conclusions from research: Deconstruction of successful ingredients in exemplary 
programs 

In conclusion the following common elements for successful gang rehabilitation programs are 
an amalgamation of ideas from both desk and field work: 

Programs should incorporate a comprehensive/ holistic approach which addresses the relationship 
between participants and their families, peers and neighbourhoods. Programs should provide realistic 
alternative paths for economic opportunity for participants to have a reasonable economic future and 
support participants legally and economically in those development phases.  An important feature of 
successful programs has been the reliance on inter-institutional networks, pilot projects or umbrella 
organizations in order to tap into all available resources. This would mean developing programs with a 
community wide and multi-agency approach that would enable ease of access of participants enrolled in 
one program to the facilities needed in another. For example, a gang member may need vocational 
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training from Homies Unidos but would also require specialized drug rehabilitation from a private clinic. 
Those rehabilitating with an NGO could also benefit from spiritual guidance from the Church. Spirituality 
and the building of good values is often essential in El Salvador to transforming violent youth who have 
grown up in a gang knowing no other morality. Reconnecting with religion is a return to roots for many 
in a country whose population is 99% Christian/Catholic (World Factbook online, 2008). If networks of 
communication are in place then people can be quickly referred to the right places through the 
establishment of contacts.  Through taking a holistic multi-sector approach programs could lessen their 
demands and increase potential for successful and complete healing.  It is unrealistic that only one 
program can cover ALL the needs of a given participant. These networks can then cover the multiple 
needs of rehabilitating gang youth which would prove to be more flexible and efficient. Networks would 
include more inter-departmental communication within government programs and also in general more 
communication between government, NGO and Church based projects.  

In the area of monitoring and evaluating, gang rehabilitation programs need formal systems of review 
to be carried out annually to ensure effective operation and continued support. Program objectives 
should be based on local community needs assessment combined with an assessment of services 
available, in other words they need to be realistic and resourceful. Gang rehabilitation programs also 
need to recognize gender differentials during assessment, design and administration and pay attention 
to individual attention and case management. Programs should advocate and publish reviews of their 
work to generate a broad base of support from local communities, the international community, 
churches, governments, NGOS and donor agencies.   

Fostering private sector participation is another key ingredient for success. This can involve 
community/citizen participation in the design, implementation or evaluation of programs such as 
volunteer or parental/peer participation. The sustainability of programs serving at-risk youth and gang 
members depends on the diversification of funding sources to include a mixture of private and public 
support. Involving both participants and their families improves communication, support and 
sustainability. Participation of the local community is important, including the business sector to 
educate the community about the process of participants and quell bad attitudes and stigmas during 
reintegration. Because the family is central to life in El Salvador involving the families of gang youth in 
the rehabilitation process is recommended. Rehabilitation programs where youth actively participate in 
the design, orchestration and/or facilitation are proven to be successful such as with the farm school 
project. Successfully reintegrated former participants can act as role models and mentors to new 
participants.  Programs should advocate and publish reviews of their work to generate a broad base of 
support from local communities, the international community, churches, governments, NGOS and donor 
agencies. Successfully reintegrated former participants can act as role models and mentors to new 
participants.  

Lastly gang rehabilitation programs have to be able to adapt to problem change. Defining characteristics 
of gang members these days are different than gang members ten to twenty years ago. Gangs continue 
to be growing and changing their modus operandi. In response to past repressive policies gangs are 
going more underground and it will continue to be more challenging to identify and work with 
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rehabilitating active members. Current programs therefore have to have elements of adaptability and 
flexibility (Schneidman, 1996; Author’s observations during fieldwork site visits in El Salvador, March-May 2008).   

Personal reflections and suggestions for the future 

In summary, there are some principle answers to my research questions: Gang rehabilitation is a diverse 
field with different methodologies stemming from its cross-sector development. The challenges to 
rehabilitating gang members far outweigh the successes due to many social and economic problems at 
the core of El Salvadoran society. There are no concrete statistics pointing to the exact percentages of 
successfully rehabilitated gang members in El Salvadoran society but I would put it at less than two 
percent. That being said the ration of gang rehabilitation programs available and accessible to currently 
active members willing to rehabilitate have to be considered. For example when there are roughly 
60,000 gang members in El Salvador there are under twenty specifically gang rehabilitation programs 
operating  that each take about twenty participants at a given time. As an estimation that would mean 
that there are roughly 400 gang members rehabilitating in El Salvador on any given day. Of those 400 my 
personal observation would estimate that at least ten percent of those participants are going to 
successfully rehabilitate. Conclusively gang rehabilitation is more successful as a field than it appears 
due to the fact that it is highly underdeveloped and inaccessible field.  There are many reasons for this 
reality stemming mostly from the lack of support from the public. However attitudes are beginning to 
change in favour of rehabilitative approaches: In a recent survey the general population believed that 
the first action to take towards gangs is the creation of new jobs (62.8%) whereas 34.5% thought it was 
important to first combat the delinquency itself (El Diario de Hoy: 2008). This means that the public now 
at least recognizes that delinquents (which would include gang members) need to be productive 

workers in order to keep them off the street and non-violent. According to the voting polls, the 

majority of El Salvadoran citizens are still in favour of more repression than rehabilitation because of the 
immediate and dangerous impact that gangs have on their personal lives. Despite these stats however, 
delinquency has continued to escalate and now I believe people are looking for change. With the 
upcoming elections in March 2009 there is the possibility for policy shift and a directional change in 
politics of the country. Rehabilitation projects are currently being funded for the most part by external 
funding sources however these projects have been gaining slowly the respect and support of state 
administration. Rehabilitation is starting to play a qualified role in reducing levels of aggression in youth 
and also diverting their attention from the gang path. Although there is limited capacity in the area of 
actually rehabilitating active gang members, the field of violence prevention for delinquents or ‘youth at 
risk’ before they decide to join a gang is the root of the solution. In short, it is easier and more cost 
effective to prevent a person from getting involved in a gang than it is to get one out. Gangs are not so 
much forcing youth to join as much as providing attractive lifestyles to those considering ingression. 
Violence prevention programs are targeting the seeds of the gang phenomenon, stopping violence 
before it grows. Rehabilitation programs have been a response to the complexity of the situation at 
hand but they have by no means proved, as of yet, to be a solution. Without greater cooperation from 
and greater institutional change (ie job creation) at the state and government level there will be limited 
progress based on current observation. The general public still needs to recognize the complicated 
process involved in deactivating an active gang member and transforming him/her into a productive 
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individual which can be addressed with greater advocacy and education.  Throughout my research I 
have concluded that the government needs to invest in the alleviation of poverty and the strengthening 
of social capital to ensure social justice and human rights for all. An allocation of more social spending 
on gang rehabilitation programs and the continued research and development of programs already 
proven successful would be a huge asset and investment for the economic and social future of El 
Salvador.  

In an official media conference in San Salvador, 2005, representatives from the Marasalvatrucha or 
MS13 gang delivered a communication to the El Salvadoran government addressing their excluded and 
stigmatized role in society, that they are a product of a violent past and that they themselves want to 
see state support of rehabilitative programs so that their people may be provided with greater 
opportunities.   

The government in clear contradiction to the constitution of the Republic and the international 
agreements has implemented differing phases of an anti-gang plan named ‘Mano Dura’ with the ends to 
persecute us, limit our freedoms and violate our fundamental rights as youth of humanity. Jail is not a cure 
or a solution but worse places where gang grow in adaptation and where we are missing the techinical 
and vocational workshops, the fountains of employment and education and for this we are asking the 
government for solutions and to take an interest in us marginalized youth... This is because many of us 
already possess qualifications, abilities and talents as any other citizen of the Republic and we would like 
to be useful and participate in the development of our society, but most importantly that we have the 
option to demonstrate that we are human beings with thoughts and feelings. Finally you have to realize 
that it is the same society that discriminates us that gave us this identity…We are calling to all the 
government and non-government and human rights institutions to advocate and aid programs of 
Rehabilitation and Social Reinsertion for all the members of the MaraSalvatrucha that are searching for an 
opportunity (Annex6). 

In searching for practical answer and actions this then directs our attention to ask for solutions from the 
people who hold the greatest economic and political power. In conclusion, it would be in the greatest 
interest of El Salvador to provide all gang members wishing to rehabilitate the opportunity to do so. 
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ANNEXES 

Annex 1.INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS CONSULTED 

 

• Gabriel Arevalo-Surgeon in public clinic 

• Carlos Landaverde-Law student and activist 

• Ministry of Mental Health – Consejo de Salud Mental 

• Lic. Eliseo Asencio-Abogado y Notario- lawyer working with gang members. 

• Lic. Aida Luz Santos Mejia de Escobar- Judge- Minors Court- Centro Penal Isidrio Menendez 

• Susan Bird- Oxfam America 

• Juan Carlos-Taxi driver and ex-FMLN comandante 

• Santiago Cruz-Museo de Imagen y Palabra 

• Jeanette Aguilar- Director- IUDOP 

• Carla Varela- UNICEF 

• ISPM- Instituto Salvadoreno de Proteccion Integral a la Ninez y a la Adolescencia 

• Secretaria de la Familia 

• Policia Nacional Civil- PNC- Violence Prevention Progams/Community policing 

• FLACSO-Wim Savenije 

• PNUD www.violenciaelsalvador.org.sv- Roxana Enriquez- Coordinator Programa Sociedad Sin 
Violencia 

• CNSP- Consejo Nacional de Seguridad Publica-Oscar Bonilla, President 

• CNSP- Carlos Linneo Siliezer- Director of Rehabilitation and Reinsertion Programs 

• MOJE-Jaime-Director of Programs- www.moje.org  

• ALTERNATIVA-  Selling art made by rehabilitating gang members/youth at risk 
http://www.yellowclip.com/alternativa/alternativa.html 

• Women MS 13 gang members in Sensuntepeque penitentiary (46 informants) 

• Homies Unidos- Mr. Remires and Mr. Gavidia- MS 13 ‘ex-gang member’ participants 

• Centro de Intercambio y Solidaridad- CIS 

• Numerous informal interviews with street vigilantes, taxi drivers, store owners etc 

• Padre Pepe Morataya- Poligono Don Bosco Industrial 

• MS 13 gang youth of Districto Italia; Proyecto Projovenes rehabilitation project activities. 

• Milton Vega- Rehabilitation gang specialist- Project Projovenes 

•  European Union Funding Coordinator-Project Projovenes 

• Eugenia- Community programs liason-Project Projovenes 
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Annex 2. RESEARCH METHDOLOGY CHART 

 

 
            (Objective) 
Desk Research/Data Collection  
 
 

 
                (Inter-Subjective) 
     Field/Interpersonal  
     Qualitiative Research- 
     Case Studies  

 
         (Subjective) 
Practical Operational- Research 
Approach 

 
Purpose: 
Preparatory Explorative 
Comparative           
Interpretive 
 
Key Sources: 
 

• Empirical Research 
• Analysis,and 

Interpretation-
existing literature 

• Scholarly Literature 
• Books, journals 
• Internet 
• Documentaries 
• Historical archives 
• Media archives 
• Policy documents 
• NGO reports 
• Newspaper articles 
• Conference 

proceedings 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Purpose:  
Explorative     Comparative 
Interpretive     Innovative 
Inquisitive        Creative 
 
Key Informants: 
 

• Everyday people and situations 
related to research 

• Target groups/informants 
interviewed: 
 

 NGO’s 
 Rehab groups 
 Ministry of Justice 
 Police 
 Community Orgs. 
 Art therapists 
 Artists 
 Recreation therapists 
 Rehab centers 
 Ex-gang members 
 Teachers 
 Lawyers 
 Politicians 
 Ministers 
 Social workers 
 Taxi drivers 
 Affected families 
 Jail wardens/managers 
 Jail inmates 

 
Research Style 

 
• Open-ended interviews 
• Informal conversation 
• Active/open/empathetic 

listening 
• Focus groups 
• Participant observation 
• Multi-site/locations 

 
Purpose: 
Interpretive   Comparative 
Creative  
 
Information Documentation/ 
Processing: 
 

• Research diary 
• Notes everyday 
• Interview transcripts 
• Photos 
• Videos 
• Photocopies 
• Scans 
• Event vignettes 
• Reflections 
• Handheld recorder 
• Progress reports 

  
Dissemination/ 
Registration:  
 

 Data/statistical 
analysis 

 Document translation/ 
review 

 Interpretation-of 
original findings 

 Thesis writing 
 Editing 
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ANNEX 3.  NGO AND GOVERNMENT OPERATED GANG REHABILITATION PROGRAMS/PILOT 
PROGRAMS IN EL SALVADOR 2007/08 

 
 
 
NGO 

• Association Fe y Allegria 
• Centre for Formation and Orientation Padre Rafael Palacios (CFO)-Adios Tatuajes 
• Fundacion Carisma- Adios Tatuajes, Hogares Crea 
• Anti-drug Foundation of El Salvador- Tattoo removal, community therapy 
• El Salvador World Foundation (FUSALMO) Integral Youth Program Don Bosco 
• San Andres Foundation (FUNSANDRES)-reinsertion programs for youth a risk (mobile programs 

in prison centers. 
• Seeds of Love Foundation-Lazaro Project (FUNSIAMOR)-social reinsertion programs 
• Salvadoran Foundation for Education and Work- (EDYTRA) Poligono Industrial Don Bosco 
• Generacion XXI- Social Projects using sports, recreation, education, art, culture and micro 

financing 
• Homies Unidos- Human Rights, Heath Program, Education, Vocational training 
• MOJE- Human development, Economic development and production programs, 

commercialization programs 
 
GOVERNMENT 
 

• La Granja Escuela- Consejo Nacional De Seguridad Publica- Izalco, Sonsonate 
• Proyecto Projovenes- Funded by the CNSP and the European Union 
• Penitentiary Gang Rehabilitation Program with Projovenes gang technician Milton 

Vega(Operating from Sensuntepeque jail)- CNSP 
• Plan Mano Amiga and Mano extendida-Policy Initiatives connected to various pilot programs 
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Annex 4. THE SIX STAGES OF GANG REHABILITATION WORK. (TRANSLATION BY Alison Yule) 

 
1. Generating confidence to communicate- Recounting the past and family history 

 
2. Exteriorization-victim and victimizer- Participants have to state when they feel they have been a victim in 

their lives, to what factors, and then identify when they have also victimized other people- This stage 
helps both the participant and facilitator to understand the process of the social deteriorization during 
their youth. With this knowledge then they can rebuild. 

 
3. Socialization- Recovering lost dates and information and identifying priorities- Reviewing consequences 

of delinquent conduct 
 

4. Recuperation and Empowerment- Workshops that build self esteem, character and build friendships and 
trust- Self empowering activities-Process of recuperating morals and sentimentality 

 
5. Reorienting individual mentalities- Writing of the ‘plan de vida’ or life line- past life and projected 

aspirations. Orienting oneself around actualizing full self potential for the future. 
 

6. Personal Empowerment- Restrengthening the self, the personal self (how we see ourselves) the collective 
self-(how we conduct ourselves in a group and how others perceive us), family relations, self reflective 
workshops. Setting goals. Reviewing the self.  

 
Source: Milton Vega for Projovenes 2008; Sensuntepeque gang rehabilitation program. 
 

 
 
Annex 5. SIX STAGES OF THE REHABILITATION PROCESS; ORIGINAL VERSION. DESIGN BY MILTON VEGA, 

2007. 
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Annex 6. COMMUNICATION FROM MARA SALVATRUCHA TO THE EL SALVADORAN GOVERNMENT AS 
PRESENTED AT AN EXCLUSIVE MEDIA CONFERENCE IN SAN SALVADOR. Original Version.  San Salvador, 
2005. Transcript of this speech provided by the Consejo Nacional de Seguridad Publica, 2008. 

COMUNICADO DE LA MARA SALVATRUCHA 

To the president of the Republic, the deputies of the legislative assembly, to the NGO in charge of fighting for human rights and 
to all the communities and social sectors that form a part of El Salvadoran Society. 

War is the maximun expression of violence and without doubt the pain and maddness from the South to the North of America 
has demontrated in force and intensity in all its means of communication, radio, press and televisión, a history of terror. 
Created here in El Salvador the MaraSalvatrucha (MS13) is a group of youth, hated by most, but at the same time approached 
timidly and with respect, a history of bullets and blood, death and suffering, misery and hunger in the ‘Vida Loca.’ An urban 
legend, used recently as a political propaganda in the interests of the party in power, the MaraSalvatrucha is the fruit of a war 
paradoxically called ‘the civil war’ and these youth are a product of a fragmented society that has given life to a cultura of 
violence, a result of a past that does not want to be ignored, they are the children of the war forgotten, guilty of everything and 
who are today, ironically, the most marginalized and persecuted. 

1980 was the the most violent episode of bloodshed in the history of El Salvador, the spectators who were innocent children 
growing up in a country where injustice reigned, anarchy and misery, where only the strongest could survive, many children 
participating with their families in the miseries of war, full of hope and illusions but in a path of searching for happiness despite 
suffereing, where they found a common ground of brotherhood in order to survive. Tired of humiliation and discrimination, of 
being marginalised, one night a grand legend rose above all. With a bullet that killed three people, a group of youth in hearing 
police sirens disappeared into the streets leaving at the scene of the crime a grafitti that said ‘Love Conquers Fear’ and was the 
patriotic symbol of a fight, of the birth of the Mara Salvatrucha. 

In this day the Mara Salvatrucha are manifesting in public protest peacefully against the methods of authoritarianism and 
repression adopted by the government of El Savador and is clarifying to the people the following: The actual violence that has 
occured in our country can no be attributed as only being a cause of gang as they would like you to believe. President Elias 
Antonio Saca, under his electoral campaign has combatted the gang by stating that they are guilty of creating all the violence 
that is impeding the development of our country, a communication which sadly has influenced the public opinion and proposals 
in a show of allegations that are distorted from the reality of our society. The problems of our society are hereditary passed 
down from governments that have not been able to carry out their constitutional state functions. The government in clear 
contradiction to the constitution of the Republic and the international agreements has implemented differing phases of an anti-
gang plan named ‘Mano Dura’ with the ends to persecute, limit the freedoms and violate our fundamental rights as youth of 
humanity. Jail is not a cure or a solution but worse places where gang grow in adaption and where is missing the techinical 
vocational workshops, the fountains of employment and education and for this we are asking the government for solutions and 
to take an interest in these marginalized youth. We are at the brink of a genocide Central America if we dont take the 
precautionary measure to avoid this in El Salvadoran society. You have to understand all of the social weaknessed in our county 
from the point of view of social cultural and economic, with an anthropological and philosophical visión and as members of the 
Mara Salvatrucha we are asking for opportunities in social reinsertion, laboral formation. This is because many of us already 
possess qualifications, abilities and talents as any other citizen of the Republic and we would like to be useful and participate in 
the development of our society, but most importantly that we have the option to demonstrate that we are human beings with 
thoughts and feelings. Finally you have to realize that it is the same society that discriminates us that gave us this identity.  

We would like to thank you for granting us the space to express ourselves and we are calling to all the government and non-
government and human rights institutions to advocate and aid programs of Rehabilitation and Social Reinsertion for all the 
members of the MaraSalvatrucha that are searching for an opportunity 
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Annex 7. PHOTO DOCUMENTATION 

In Districto Italia MS 13 gang community visit with Project Projovenes. Alison Yule, 2008. 

 

Soccer team composed entirely of MS 13 gang youth. Photo Alison Yule, 2008. 

Districto Italia gang graffiti: A tribute to a fallen gang member. Photo by Alison Yule, 2008.  
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Focus group meeting for small business creation 

 

 

 

Photos by Alison Yule, 2008. 
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Community Mural Project in 18th street gang neighbourhood, Colonia IVU. Photos by Alison Yule, 2008. 
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At Sensuntepeque women’s prison; gang rehabilitation workshops with Milton Vega.  
Photos by Alison Yule 2008 
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Sensuntepeque workshop with Milton Vega.  
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At the NGO site visit MOJE in Ilobasco. Photos by Alison Yule, 2008.  

 

 

     
Painted woodwork at MOJE waiting to be assembled. Photo by Alison Yule 2008. 
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MOJE Ceramic Workshop 

       
 

MOJE Woodworking/ Painting Workshop 

               

MOJE Metalworking Workshop 

                     

 

 MOJE participants work for sale in the store. Photos by Alison Yule, 2008.  
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 With Ana Gladis Pachaco resident psychologist at the Gang Farm 
school project..  

 

   Daily life at the Gang Farm School Project. Photos by Alison Yule. 
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